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27 de abril de 1982

Prezado Governador,

Muito obrigado pelas fotografias da recepgao
no palacio do governo no dia 10 de margo. Permaneceram
como uma lembranga da nossa visita ao Ceara.

A Sra. Clausen une-se a mim para renovar a
V. Exa. e a Sra. Virgflio Tavora, os nossos agradecimentos
mais sinceros assim como os nossos protestos de elevada
estima.

A. W. Clausen

Ilmo. Sr. Virgilio Tavora
Governador do Estado de CearE
Palacio do Governo
Fortaleza, Ceara
Brazil



Free Translation
DLallement

Dear Mr. Governor,

Thank you very much for the pictures of the reception
in the Government's palace on March 10. They will remain a souvenir
of our visit in Ceara'.

Mrs. Clausen joins me-te--ee you and Mrs. V. Tawora
our sincere thanks.

Sincerely,
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Free Translation

D. Lallement

Dear Dr. Luis de Gonzagq,

I received the translation of the speech you dbivered at the

end of the visit f thekrural development project eo IbiapabA, and read
your analysis with great interest. Thank you for this translation
which allowed me to appreciate in detail the efforts made by the

State government to develop a rural development strategy adapted to the

human and physical resources of the state.

As I already told H. E. the Governor, the visit 5f the project '

was most interesting. I thank you again, as well as all those who

contributed to the success of the visit, and I wish you success in the

implementation of the state rural development programs.

Sincerely,



22 de abril do 1982

Prezado Dr. de Gonzaga:

Recebf a traduelo do palestra do senhor no frm da visita do projeto
de desenvolvimento rural integrado de Ibiapaba e 11 com muito interesse a
anilise do senhor. Agradeeo muito ao senhor pela atenrio do ter mandado
essa tradueio qua ma permitou apreciar em detalhe os euforqos feitos pelo
Governo do Estado para desenvolver uma estrat-gia de dosenvolvimento rural
adaptado aos recursos humanos e fisicos do Estado.

Como JE comentei ao Ilmo. Governador, a visita do projeto foi muito
interessante. Renovo ao senhor e a todas as pessoas quo contribuiram '
realizagio do visita, os meus agradecimentos mais sinceros, a desejo a
todos um grande sucesso na realizagio dos programas do desenvolvimento
rural do Estado.

Cordialmente,

A. W. Clausen

Exmo. Sr.
Dr. Luiz do Gonzaga Fonseca Mota,
Assesor Especial do Governo do Ceari
Palacio do Governo
Fortalexa, CearE

D a t w



CEARA'S PROJECT: A NEW RURAL DEVELOPMENT PHILOSOPHY

Talk given by Mr. LUIZ DE GONZAGA

FONSECA MOTA, former Secretary of

Planning anAd Coordination of the

State of Cear5, Brazil, on the

occasion of the official visit

made to our State by Mr. A.W.CLAU

SEN, President of the Internation

al Bank for Reconstruction and De

velopment (IBRD), on March 10th ,

1982.
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Translated from Portuguese into English by Jos6 Candido Marques

Cavalcante, Authorized Public Translator for the State of Cear5,

Federative Republic of Brazil.
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I - STATE OF CEARX'S SECOND SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN

(PLAMEG II) - GENERAL GUIDELINES.

Ceara's work plan, referred to above, is being 
carried

out by the State Administration. It is mostly concerned with

providing measures favoring a progressive 
growth in job opportuni

ties, higher levels of individual income and a 
stronger market

economy.

For attaining these goals, a strategic course of action

has been established which - viewed from a strictly economic

standpoint - consists in an endeavor to change the framework of

our local economy, so as to make the State of Ceara 
less and less

dependent on the hitherto prevaling rural 
sector.

That structural change may take place in the following

ways:

a) by intensifying industrial investments, 
mostly within the

metropolitan area of Fortaleza and in the main hinterland

towns;

b) by either-setting up an infrastructure or improving 
the already

existing one, through speeding up the current 
pace of investment2

being made in transportation, electric power, 
basic sanitation,

means of communication, and so on;

c) by exploiting, to its fullest extent, the 
actual potentialities

of our mineral sector;

d) by fostering tourism and handicraft activities, so as 
to greatly

improve our avocation for these traditional 
sectors in our

economy;

e) by adapting agricultural and livestock activities to the 
pecu

liarities of our climate and soil.
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Besides the new economic field approaches outlined

above, PLAMEG II primarily purports to promote human individuals,

by enabling them to fully realize their own capabilities and

enter the productive areas of the local economy. This can be

made by assuring them ways and means for self-support and possi

bilities for fulfillment in psycho-social fields.

II - STRATEGY FOR AGRICULTURAL AND LIVESTOCK AREAS

As previously mentioned, the rural strategy will

basically consist in an endeavor to adjust Ceara's farming opera

tions to climate and rainfall peculiarities, water scarcity, soil

productiveness and land ownership framework.

The most feasible manner for accomplishing the require.

adjustment seems to be through integrated rural development projects,

as hinted by recent experiences in specific areas within the

so-called POLONORDESTE (Brazil's Northeast Development Project),

now under way at Serra de Ibiapaba (a mountainous range), That

project appears to be the best way to derive maximum benefits from

such public investments, i.e. by concentrating them in priority

segments of the economy, so as to create a physical infrastructure

and afford rural producers technical assistance and financial aid

to satisfy their needs.

As had been expected, those producers not only played

an outstanding and very active role in the economic scene, but

have also have been responsible for substantial increase both in

rural production and productivity levels.

Therefore, the path to follow leads to a gradual

spread of rural integrated development philosophy throughtout the

State of Ceara. For that specific purpose, the State Administration

has appealed to the Federal Government for financial support,

which is expected to come from the Brazilian Department of Economic

Planning (SEPLAN) and the World Bank, which has already contributed

to Ibiapaba's Project and to other initiatives that have come to

be widely referred to as being "Ceara's Project", covering also

Serra de Baturit6, Quixeramobim, Mid-Jaguaribe River Basin, Inhamuns
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III- "CEARA'S PROJECT" AS RELATED TO SMALL-SIZED FARM UNITS

Small farm producers in Ceara's economy rank quite

important. In fact, recent statistical estimates, issued by the

Agricultural Planning State Committee (CEPA), show that there is

a total of 323 thousand farm producers in the State of Cearg, 300

thousand of these having been classified as small-sized ones,

including 170 thousand of them who are nonproprietary farmers.

As pointed out above, over half of the planters do not cultivate

their own land, which indicates an urgent need for reshaping

land ownership, besides adopting other corrective measures.

The importance of the small farmers is also evidenced

by their contribution to Ceara's total agricultural production,

with approximately 60% of foodstuff and other rural production

stemming from such small units, which engage more than 70% of

&jailabl f arm- hands.

Thus from economical, financial and social standpoints,

Ceara's small farmers constitute a most significant segment to

deserve full consideration and support in any economic development

plan of ours. Bearing that in mind, Ceara's Project focus on

aiding small farmers by affording them the needed assistance, in

order to uplift their technical and managerial skills, production

and productivity levels, saving and investing capabilities,

education and sanitary conditions and -last but not least - their

social status in their very own communities.

IV - CEARA'S PROJECT: DEADLINES, AREAS COVERED, TOTAL COSTS, MAIN

SEGMENTS, AND PUBLIC GOALS.

The World Bank has already sanctioned that specific

project, planned for completion within a five-year period.
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Public investments are being used for building an infrastructure,

and private investments are being made to develop operative units -

altogether with other activities programmed and now under way

in these so-called Spatial Units located ine the State of Ceara:

coastline, Ibiapaba, hinterland, Low-Jaguaribe River Basin, Quixera

mobim, Mid-Jaguaribe River Basin, Inhamuns-Salgado, and Cariri.

Ceara's Project is expected to reach US$163 million,

with the World Bank sharing approximately US$55 million (34% of

total cost), Brazil's Federal Government accounting for US$102

million (about 63%), and- the State of Ceara contributing the

remaining 2.6%. Unquestionably, such financial scheme is a quite

advantageous one for the State of Ceara, since the direct borrower

from the World Bank will be the Federal Government and the resourc's

thus obtained will be put to use , under its full responsibility,

on a nonreturn basis.

It ought to be herein emphasized once again the full

support that the State of Ceara has received from the Brazilian

government, both its Planning Department (SEPLAN) and the Ministry

of the Interior, besides SUDENE in a very specific way.

Planned investments and other developmental activities,

foreseen in Ceara's Project, are focussed on priority segments, such

as vicinal roads, rural electrification, storage capacity, marketing

facilities, cooperative farming, research and experimentation,

education, sanitation, input availabilities, technical assistance,

and rural credit.

As already pointed out, the public goals to be achieved

in carrying out this program mainly concern small farmers, including

cropsharers, landleasers, and landowners whose farm units do not

exceed 100 hectares.

Out of a total 300 thousand small rural producers in

Ceara, approximately 60 thousand of them (20%)will directly benefit

from Ceari's Project.



PROJETO CEARA: UMA FILOSOFIA NOVA NO

DESENVOLVIMENTO RURAL.

Exposigao do ex-Secret
5 rio de Planejamento

e Coordenayao do Estado do Ceara, LUIZ DE
GONZAGA FONSECA MOTA, quando da visita do

Presidente do BIRD,Mr. A. W. CLAUSEN, ao

Ccara, em 10 de margo de 1982.



0 Plano de Governo da atual administracao do Estado do
Ceara (PLAMEG II) definiu como objetivo bisico o aumento pro-
gressivo da oferta dc cmpr~go e a melhoria dos niveis de renda da
populagao, paralelamente ao fortalecimento da economia de merca-
do.

Com vistas ao alcance desse objetivo b5sico decidiu-se
adotar uma estrat6gia de agao que, sob o aspecto econ6mico, con-
-sistia fundamentalmente em tentar conseguir a mudanga do per-
fil da estrutura da economia cearense, de forma a torni-la mnenos
dependente da participagao at6 entao predominante do setor rural.

Essa mudanga do perfil da- estrutura econ6mica ,de a-
cordo com o Plano de Governo, poderia ser alcangado atrav6s dos

. seguintes meios:

a) intensificayao dos investimentos no setor industri--
al, notadamente na area metropolitana de Fortaleza
e nas principais cidades do interior;

b) montagem e aperfeigoamento da infra-estrutura ffsi-
ca, mediante aceleraqio dos investimentos nos subse
tores de transportes, energia elatrica, saneamento
bisico, comunicaq6es, etc.;

c) maior exploragao das potencialidades do setor mine-
tal;.

d) expansao das atividades nos setores do Turismo e do
Artesanato, propiciando melhor aperfeigoamento da
vocagao natural do Estado para esses segmentos de
sua economia;

e) .adaptagao da exploragio agro-pecuria as caracterIs
ticas, do clima e solo do territ6rio cearense.

Ao lado da estrat6gia de a-ao no campo economico, con-
forme acima esbogado, o-Plano de Governo definia tamb6m uma es-
trategia no campo social, onde o bbjetivo b5sico deveria ser a
promo-ao da pessoa humana, de modo a desenvolver toda a sua poten
cialidade e incorpora-la efetivamente aos setores produtivos da
economia, proporcionando-lhe plenas condiq5es de auto-sustentagao
fisica e de integral realizagao no campo, psico-social.



Conforme mencionado antes, a estrat~gia a ser adotada pa

ra o setor rural consistiria 
basicamente, em buscar-se a 

adaptagao

da agro-pecuaria cearesE 
as reais caracterl'sticas 

de seu territo-

rio em termos de clima e pluviosidade, 
recursos hidricos, fecundi-

dade de solos e at6 mesmo 
de sua estrutura fundiaria.

Para efeito de se alcancar 
essa progressiva adaptagao 

no

setor rural, julgou-se que o caminho 
mais vi5vel seria a execugao

de projetos de desenvolvimento 
rural integrado. Isto porque 

a expe

riencia recente obtida em uma 
area especifica de atuaqao 

do Polo-

nordeste, na Serra da Ibiapaba, 
demonstrara que esse tipo de 

pro-

jeto se afigurava uma forma ideal 
para se conseguir a maximizagao

dos beneficios dos investimentos 
pablicos, tendo em vista que a

concentragao destes em determinados 
segmentos prioritarios propor

cionava a criagao da infra-estrutura 
fisica indispensavel, al 6m de

permitir o oferecimento de assistncia 
t6cnica e financeira 

em

condigoes capazes de possibilitar 
um satisfat6rio atendimento 

ao

produtor rural. Com isso, esperava-se nao somente levar esse produ

tor a assumir um papel eminentemente 
ativo no cenario econ6mico,co

mo tamb6m esperava-se obter significativos 
aumentos da produgao e

da produtividade do setor 
rural.

A e-strategia a ser adotada 
consistiria, pois, em esten-

der, progressivamente, a filosofia dos projetos 
de desenvolvimento

rural integrado a todo o territ6 rio cearense. Para 
tanto, procurou

o Governo do Estado obter 
o indispensavel apoio do Governo 

Fede-

ral atrav~s da SEPLAN e do Banco Mundial, instituigao que, j5 ten-

do decidido anteriormente 
apoiar o projeto da Ibiapaba, resolveu

tambem emprestar suporte financeiro 
a nova iniciativa que resultou

afinal na formulagao do que 
passou a se denominar de Projeto 

Ceara,

e que hoje compreende.diferentes 
regioes, entre as quais 

se desta-

cam alam da Ibiapaba, a da Serra de Baturit6, a 
de Quixeramobim e

M6dio Jaguaribe, a de Inhamuns e Salgado.

3. 0 PROJETO CEARA E 0 PEQUENO PRODUTOR RURAL

A importancia do pequeno produtor rural na economia cea-

rense se afigura bastante significativa. Como efeito, segundo es-

timativas da Comissao Estadual 
de Planejamento Agrlcola, existem

no Ceara cerca de 323 mil 
produtores rurais; desse 

total, aproxima

damente 300 mil sao classificados 
como pequenos produtores, 

sendo

cue, entre estes, se incluem 
170 mil agricultores nao-proprietari

os c apenas 130 mil quc possuom tzrra. Verifica-se, assim, que



mais da metade dos prouumoULU:>

nao-proprietarios, o que faz ressaltar a prioridade a 
ser atri-

buida ao aspecto da reorganizagao fundiaria, 
no contexto das a-

9 5es a serem empreendidas.

A relevancia dos pequenos produtores se manifesta tam-

bem na participaqq-o desse segmento no total da produqao agricola

do Estado. Assim 6 que se admite que cerca de 60% da produgao de

alimentos e de mat6rias-primas agricolas 6 proveniente das peque

nas unidades produtoras, ou seja, daquelas propriedades cuja a-

rea nao 6 superior a 100 hectares. Constata-se, ademais, 
que es-

sas pequenas propriedades proporcionam 
ocupagao a mais de 70%

dos trabalhadores rurais.

Evidencia-se desse modo que, tanto do ponto de vis-

ta econ~mico-financeiro, como do ponto de vista social., 
os peque

nos produtores rurais representam para 
o Estado do Ceara um seg-

.mento de fundamental importancia e, 
como tal, merecedor do mais

amplo apoio dos programas de desenvolvimento 
a serem levados a

cabo. Dai, ter o Projeto Ceara por objetivo exatamente o pequeno

produtor rural, visando proporcionar a esse 
homem integral assis

tencia, de modo a elevar sua habilitagao t~cnica 
e gerencial,sua

produqao e seu nivel de produtividade, 
sua capacidade de poupan-

qa e de investimento, sua educaqao e sua 
saflde, enfim sua condi

gao social no ambito da comunidade de 
que participa.

4. PROJETO CEARA: PRAZO DE EXECUQAO, 
AREAS DE ATUAQKO, CUSTOS TO

TAIS, PRINCIPAIS SEGMENTOS, POBLICO-META.

De acordo com o programa aprovado pelo Banco Mundial, o

Projeto Ceara devera ser executado ao longo de um periodo de cin-

co anos.

Os investimento pfblicos no setor infra-estrutura, 
as-

sim como os investimentos privados ao nivel 
das unidades produto-

ras, junto com os demais trabalhos compreendidos no 
ambito do Pro

grama, estao sendo realizados em oito diferentes 
subregioes do Es

tado, denominadas Unidades Espaciais 
de Plancjamento e que sao as

seguintes: Litoral, Ibiapaba, Baturit
6 , Sertoes Cearenses, Baixo

Jaguaribe, Quixeramobim e M6dio Jaguaribe, 
Inhamuns-Salgado e Ca-

riri.

Os custos totais do Projeto Cear5 deverao alcanqar cer-

ca de 163 milh6cs de d6lares. Desse total o Banco Mundial partici

para com aproximadamrlnte 55 milhes de d6lares equivalente a 34,4%

Prnauanto o Governo Federal teria uma participago de 102 milhOcs
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de dolares cerca de 63 % e o Governo do Estado entraria com o

restante 2,6%. Trata-se,naturalmente, de um esquema financeiro

bastante vantajoso para o Estado do Ceara, porquanto- o mutud-

rio da operagao de einpr6stimo com o Banco Mundial 6 o Governo

Federal que, al6m disso, aplicari os recursos de sua responsa

bilidade a fundo perdido.

Nesse particular, 6 de se ressaltar o apoio que o Es

tado tem recebido do Governo Federal, nao somente atrav6s da

Secretaria de Planejamento da Presidancia da Repiblica, como

tamb6m atravis do Minist6rio.do Interior e, especialmente, da

SUDENE.

Os investimentos previstos e as demais ag6es desen-

volvimentista compreendidas no Projeto Ceari se concentram em

determinados segmentos prioritirios, entre os quais se desta-

cam: estradas vicinais, eletrificagio rural, armazenamento, co

mercializagao, cooperativismo, pesquisa e experimentagao, edu-

cagao, sanide, abastecimento de insumos, assistancia t6cnica,cr

dito rural.

Conforme ressaltandoantes, o piblico meta do programa

6 constituido pelos pequenos produtores rurais, campreendendo-se

al as .categorias de parceiros, .arrendatarios e pequenos propri

- etirios com'areas nao superiores a 100 hectares.

Do total de 300 mil pequenos produtores rurais exis-

tentes no Estado, pretende-se alcangar, em cinco anos, atravs

do Projeto Ceara, cerca de 60 mil, ou seja, o equivalente a 20%.
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Files DATE: April 12, 1982

FROM: Dennis Koromzay, LC2

SUBJECT: BRAZIL - Mr. Clausen's Meeting with PETROBRAS President,
Dr. Shigeaki Ueki

1. Mr. Clausen met with Dr. Shigeaki Ueki, President of PETROBRAS,
at around 3:30 p.m. on March 13, 1982, on board the yacht "Marina", in
Guanabara Bay, Rio de Janeiro. Also present were Messrs. Ardito Barletta,
Levy, van der Heijden, Ms. Lallement and Koromzay.

2. Mr. Ueki first described PETROBRAS, which he said was the largest

company in the southern hemisphere, with a turn-over last year of some

US$22 billion. PETROBRAS had 60,000 employees, of which 8,000 were

university graduates. Last year PETROBRAS had 9,000 university graduate
applicants for some 200 places. Present production levels were on the

order of 250/260,000 bpd, and prospects for increasing production were

encouraging. Last January proven reserves had increased by some 50 million
barrels, and available proven reserves were increasing faster than

production. PETROBRAS was 80% publicly owned and 20% privately owned, with

active trading of its shares on the Brazilian stock exchange. Since 1976

the private sector had been heavily involved in PETROBRAS' oil exploration

program through risk contracts.

3. Mr. Ueki acknowledged the Bank's involvement in the fertilizer

and petrochemical sectors. He mentioned that PETROBRAS' fertilizer

operations were its only operations which were losing money. There was no

protection for the domestic fertilizer industry, and PETROBRAS had to

compete with imports at international prices which were severely
depressed. There was a large excess capacity internationally, in

particular for nitrogen-based fertilizers, and the market outlook was

poor. However, he considered that phosphate fertilizers had a good

potential. Mr. Ueki also mentioned that the Sergipe project which the Bank

was financing (Loan No. 1406-BR) was proceeding well, and that the

Araucaria project (Loan No. 1256-BR) would be commissioned the following
week in the presence of President Figueiredo.

4. As regards possible areas for future collaboration between
PETROBRAS and the Bank, Mr. Ueki referred to the Bank mission which had
visited PETROBRAS last year, and indicated PETROBRAS would welcome Bank

support for its exploration and development activities. He referred in

particular to the secondary recovery program in the Northeast, possible

tertiary recovery activittes, and gas development. Mr. Clausen responded
that the Bank's two main priorities were (a) agriculture and rural

development, and (b) energy, implying that the Bank would be interested in

considering support for the PETROBRAS program. Mr. Ueki stated that he
agreed with the Bank's priorities, and that he considered increasing food
production an even higher priority than energy.
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5. In response to a question about PETROBRAS' oil shale program,

Mr. Ueki noted that Brazil had very large oil shale reserves, but that he

would be very cautious in moving ahead quickly. Commercial scale oil shale

development was considered something for the 1990's, not before. PETROBRAS

had a 1,000 bpd semi-commercial scale plant in operation, and was

considering scaling up to a 25,000 bpd plant to test new technologies.

However, all of the U.S. companies had postponed commercial scale oil shale

development in view of the current oil glut. Mr. Ueki indicated he would

not go ahead with a commercial scale oil shale program unless the World

Bank thought it was economic. His estimate was that oil shale would become

economic when the price of oil reached $40-$45/barrel.

6. In response to a question on the proposed Bolivia-Brasil gas
pipeline, Mr. Ueki stated that he felt only an international organization

such as the World Bank could put such a project together (implicitly,

because of the unstable political situation in Bolivia; Mr. Ueki said that

last year PETROBRAS had discussed the project with seven different Bolivian

ministers). Mr. Ueki stated. that Brazil was the natural market for

Bolivian gas, and that Brazil was ready to go ahead with the project. Bank

participation on the Brazilian side was welcomed.

cc: Mr. Clausen's office
Messrs. Ardito Barletta

Lerdau, van der Heijden, Levy, Tcheyan, Ms. Lallement, LC2

Rovani, Bourcier, Elejalde, EGY

Ms. Haug, IPD

DKoromzay:nps
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

"0: Distribution DATE: March 31, 1982

FROM: Fred D. Levy,4.j

SUBJECT: Mr. Clausen's Meetings with Brazil Economic Team,
Brasilia, March 11, 1982

1. During the morning, Mr. Clausen met in SEPLAN with Ministers

Delfim Netto and Galveas, Central Bank President Langoni, and various

SEPLAN officials and economic advisers. A second meeting was held in

the afternoon at the Finance Ministry with Messrs. Galveas and Langoni

and several Ministry of Finance advisers. Also representing the Bank

were Messrs. Barletta, van der Heijden, Koromzay, Ms. Lallement, and

myself.

2. A number of topics were covered at the morning meetings:

a. Short-term economic outlook. Mr. Clausen inquired about

the current economic situation. The Brazilians responded that the

Government's immediate economic priority is to reduce the current

account deficit; important progress was made in that direction in

1981. A major policy tool has been fiscal austerity; no major new

investment projects are being started, with the exception of Carajas.

Agriculture has performed very well for the past two years, and

another good harvest is expected in 1982. The latter will be boosted

by the first real harvest of any magnitude in the Northeast after

three years of drought. The Government hopes to reduce inflation to

the 80-85% range in 1982 (compared to 95% in 1981). Although the

publicly announced target is 70%, the Ministers do not believe it can

be achieved in the context of the present wage adjustment law. The

latter is not only inflationary but also contributes to unemployment

--both by raising the cost of low-skilled labor and by the impact the

income-redistribution effect of the tapered adjustment has had in

shifting the pattern of demand away from the more dynamic sectors.

The policy has, for the time being, silenced the cries of the

"intellectuals" for income redistribution; they have now discovered

that it works at their own expense. In the longer term, however, the

law is also a political liability, since wage protection is simply

taken for granted as a responsibility of government, while the

consequent inflation will be viewed as a sin of government.

Nevertheless, no change in the wage law, can be anticipated before the

November elections.

b. Mr. Clausen expressed satisfaction that the short-term

situation appeared to be more or less under control but asked whether

the Government would be able to withstand the growing political pres-

sures of an election year and also inquired about the strategy for the

medium term. Questions were directed particularly at the need to (i)

prioritize investments, (ii) stimulate exports, (iii) reduce subsi-

dies, and (iv) create employment opportunities.

(i) It was acknowledged that, as in all countries, the

budget contained some political projects, but these were few 
and not
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very important. Meanwhile, the peaking of expenditures for major

projects such as Itaipu, Tucurui, and the Ferrovia do Aco, stretchout

of the electric power investment program, and the completion of the

steel program, which now has substantial excess capacity, would over

the next few years enable the public sector to undertake new projects
in both the productive and social sectors, particularly education and

health. Minister Delfim emphasized that in addition to the need to

establish investment priorities, as suggested by Mr. Clausen, Brazil

must also adjust its investment aspirations down to the level of

internal savings. Mr. Barletta inquired about the progress being made

toward formulation of a medium-term investment program and reminded

the Ministers of the mission scheduled for May. Minister Delfim reaf-

firmed that he welcomed the mission and indicated that a five-year

program (82-86) was near completion and that a framework was already

being prepared for an 83-87 version. (This last point was offered by

SEPLAN Secretary General Pecora.)

(ii) Minister Delfim reiterated the high priority being

given to exports, describing it as the objective of every decision

being taken in the economic area and essential in view of Brazil's

high debt service obligations.

(iii) Mr. Clausen pointed to the strides made by the

Government in recent years to reduce price and interest rate subsidies

but noted these were still very large and inquired about a long-term

strategy for their reduction. Minister Galveas pointed out that the

only remaining consumer subsidy of any significance was that for wheat

and that subsidies to agriculture and export industries were being

reduced. He also noted that some of what are often referred to as

subsidies are only incentives to induce the private sector to do what

many governments in other countries do directly. Minister Delfim

argued that what was wrong was not the subsidy but the way, in recent

years, it was financed. In the past, subsidies had been fully

financed by the Treasury and were merely a device for transferring

public sector surpluses back to the private sector for investment..

More recently, however, they had come to depend on financing through

monetary expansion, and that was the problem. In response to Mr.

Clausen's point that subsidies cloud real economic rates of return and

can thus lead to poor investment choices, Minister Delfim responded

that the sectors of priority -- e.g. agriculture -- were quite

apparent, and that without the added incentives provided by the

subsidies the needed production increases would not be achieved.

Minister Galveas pointed out further that medium and large farmers are

now actually paying positive real interest rates, given the share of

current expenses they must finance themselves, and asserted that the

real rates for financing agricultural investment were indeed too high,

since in fact very little money was being made available by the

government for this purpose. He also noted that farmers, unlike

industrialists, don't benefit from a tax deduction for interest

charges (since they pay practically no income tax anyway) and must

compete with heavily subsidized farmers in other countries.

(iv) Minister Delfim acknowledged that employment

creation in the medium term represented a difficult challenge. He
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noted that 6-7% output growth was needed to absorb the annual incre-

ment to the labor force. Although only 4-5% growth appeared possible

in 1982, relaxation of the balance-of-payments constraint may allow

some acceleration in later years.
c. Carajas and the steel program. Mr. Clausen indicated

that he was well impressed by his visit to the Carajas project area

and by its potential for transforming the economy of northern Brazil.

He was also well impressed by the precautions being taken to protect

the area's ecology. He affirmed the Bank's interest in being involved

in Carajas, noting, however, that firm commitments would have to await

Board approval. In this regard, Mr. Clausen later in the conversation

expressed his concern about the difficulties that could arise from the

problems being experienced by the Bank-financed steel projects.

Minister Delfim responded that he believed the Government had complied

with the agreements reached during his December visit to Washington;

that steel prices had been increased and the debt/equity ratios of

both CSN and COSIPA improved even beyond the levels agreed. He

reaffirmed that the order of Government priority was: first CSN,

second COSIPA, and third ACOMINAS; and that the financing of the

latter was being arranged by the partners -- via purchase/leaseback of

equipment -- and was not part of the Government's financing program.

Mr. Barletta mentioned that a Bank mission to examine the problem was

in the field, and Minister Delfim promised his full cooperation.

Returning to the topic of Carajas, Mr. Clausen indicated he hoped for

Board presentation in June or July. Minister Galveas mentioned that

ambitious plans were also being developed for the agricultural

development of the area, and that the IDB was expected to participate

in that facet of the program.

3. The afternoon meeting began with: (a) a wide-ranging

review, by Messrs. Galveas and Langoni, of the current economic

situation. Also touched upon were: (b) the Bank's policy on

graduation; (c) Brazilian participation in an international investment

insurance scheme; and (d) Brazil's continued interest in a loan for

export industries.

a(i) Brazil has put off virtually all new investment

projects in the effort to adjust to the 1973 and 1979/80 oil shocks.

Although the balance of payments had by 1978 adjusted to the 1973

shock, its reverberations, as well as those of the second wave, are

still very important in the economy. Interest payments on the

external debt amounted to US$8.7 billion in 1981 and, assuming an

average interest rate of 16.5%, will reach US$9.5 billion in 1982.

The current account deficit was reduced by more than US$2 billion in

1981 and will hold constant in 1982 with an expected trade surplus of

$3 billion. Export growth is projected at 15-18%, led by

manufactures. Agricultural exports are not expected to grow in volume

terms, but some price recovery is likely. Economic recovery should

not significantly stimulate imports in 1982, given the high levels of

idle capacity in industry, high interest rates which will inhibit

inventory accumulation, and the real devaluation resulting from the

accelerated crawl, and the expected decline of oil imports (see para.

a(vii )). No problems are being experienced or anticipated in

obtaining the rollovers and new financing needed in 1982, and
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borrowing needs are expected to decline steadily after 1982. Although
the international bond markets are practically dead, Brazil has

continued to acquire US$300-500 million per year in this form,

particularly in Japan.
a(ii) The Government is not proud of its inflation perfor-

mance, but there has been a clear downward trend since March 1981.

The short spurt in January-February 1982 resulted primarily from

public sector tariff adjustments -- e.g. water, power and urban

transport. The monetary base fell in February and March. The Bank

of Brazil is now under very tight control with previously "open"

accounts now closed. In 1981, BB credit expanded only 63%, compared

to 95% inflation and commercial bank credit expansion of 110%. The

Central Bank is also reducing its development banking functions and

limiting itself more and more to refinancing operations. Open market

operations withdrew about Cr$ 500 billion from the system in 1981.

There is no Treasury deficit, and the deficits of the public enter-

prises result primarily from high interest rates, the wage policy, and

the impact of the 1979 devaluation. The social security deficit has

been significantly reduced by recent tax measures; the petroleum

account is in surplus, and the wheat subsidy has been reduced by about

two-thirds in nominal terms. It was intended to eliminate the latter

in 1982, but this proved (politically) not possible despite very large

increases in the prices of bread and flour. Other small subsidies

continue to be paid to Northeast sugar growers and for fluid milk

storage.

a(iii) The major inflationary source now and for the fore-

seeable future is wage policy. It requires a tremendous monetary

squeeze to overcome the mandatory wage increases; wages were adjusted

upwards 110% in 1981, compared with inflation of 95% and a growth of

Ml of 70%. On the other hand, it was also noted by Mr. Langoni that

employers are able to get around the law (and are doing so) by

increasing labor turnover -- replacing workers with others at lower

job classifications.-- and that, indeed, average real wages may have

fallen in 1981. In any event, Minister Galveas stated that continued

macroeconomic restraint would eventually overcome wage pressures, and

that workers were increasingly asking employers to ignore the law for

the sake of maintaining employment levels. Politically, the law had

been passed by Congress, and no Government initiative to change it

could be expected this year. At the same time, however, Minister

Galveas asserted that there was growing public awareness of the

problem that extended across party lines, so that the outcome of the

elections might not greatly affect the prospects for change. Later in

the conversation, Minister Galveas invited the Bank to carry out a

study of present wage policy and its economic implications, and the

mission promised to explore that possibility.

a(iv) Unemployment has increased surprisingly little since

1980, in spite of the recession, and is heavily concentrated in the

capital goods and consumer durable goods industries around Sao Paulo.

Mr. Barletta asked what policies were in mind to maintain employment

growth as general macroeconomic constraints eased. Minister Galveas

indicated that there were no specific programs toward that end, but

that progress should follow from their increasing emphasis of social
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programs -- human investment. He also noted that the frontier would

continue to attract labor. He agreed with Mr. Levy's point that labor

absorption was probably inhibited by the existing labor taxes and

capital subsidies, and that various alternatives were being studied

to remedy that distortion. Mr. Barletta suggested a possible shift in

social security financing to the valye-added tax, and it was indicated

that this was one of the options being looked at.

a(v) Interest rates in Brazil are not as out of line with

international rates as may appear. If the interest rate on foreign

loans to a Brazilian borrower were broken down, and account taken

of the rate of devaluation, normal bankers' spread, and risk premium,

it would add up to about 128%, which sets the floor for domestic

borrowing costs. Besides, industrial borrowers can deduct the cost

when calculating their income tax.

a(vi) Mr. Clausen asked what target the Government has in

mind re Brazil's savings ratio to GDP. Minister Galveas replied that

it has historically run in the range of 20-25%, with foreign savings

recently being reduced from 7% to 3%. In general, given Brazil's

ICOR, a 20% savings ratio should be sufficient to reach a growth rate

of 5-6%.

a(vii) Minister Galveas cited the significant improvement

in Brazil's energy picture. Domestic oil production reached 240,000

b/d by the end of 1981, and they expect to attain 300,000 b/d by

end-1982. Meanwhile, oil consumption had been reduced 14% since

1979. Net imports in 1982 will be about the same as 1981 -- 830,000

b/d, less about 100,000 b/d of derivative exports. Given the recent

stagnation of demand and the strain on credit expansion, the alcohol

program is being stretched out. The 10.7 billion liter target

initially set for 1985 is now expected to be achieved in 1987.

Meanwhile, the coal expansion program will get under way as funds

become available, and they expect to double production to 12 billion

tons by 1985. The Minister indicated that IFC has shown interest in

this sector.

b. In response to a question from Mr. Clausen, Minister

Galveas stated that Brazil was not happy with the Bank's policy of

graduation but, in any case, anticipated a continuing long relation-

ship with the Bank. Mr. Langoni asserted that per capita income was

too simple a concept by which to measure a country's development and

outlined the proposal Brazil had put forward at the IDB meeting in

Lisbon. Rather than graduation, he described a process of "matura-

tion," whereby the interest rate charged by the multilateral institu-

tions would vary among countries and over time, according to a more

complex set of criteria, and would also take into account the amount

of a country's paid-in capital in convertible currencies. Mr. Clausen

pointed out that the per capita income criterion only triggers discus-

sions, and that the graduation path to be followed was to be

determined flexibly in response to other criteria. Mr. Langoni

objected, however, that this was not a market evaluation. This point

was further emphasized by Mr. Serrano (Central Bank Director for

External Credit), who remarked that Brazil would be willing to pay a
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higher interest rate to retain World Bank participation in Brazil to

help shape projects and, through its appraisal, attract other

lenders. Minister Galveas also cited the Knight-Moran article which

had appeared in Finance and Development as evidence of Brazil's social

problems and the prematurity of any consideration of graduation.

c. Mr. Clausen expressed his hope that the Brazilian

Government would give sympathetic consideration to the proposal for an

international insurance scheme against political risk as a means of

attracting more private capital to developing countries. Minister

Galveas reacted negatively, however, pointing out that Brazil does not

need such a scheme and asserting that probably no country in the world

has more or so varied a participation of foreign companies. Mr.

Clausen responded that nevertheless other countries may need such a

mechanism and could benefit from Brazil's support of the concept, and

that Brazilian inventors abroad could also benefit from such

insurance. Mr. Langoni expressed the concern that such a mechanism,

by reducing risk differentials among countries, might distort world

capital flows.

d. Mr. van der Heijden mentioned the forthcoming trade and

industrial policy report and the possibility of an industrial credit

loan through BNDE. Mr. Galveas expressed interest in the report and

ensuing discussions. He reiterated the Government's continuing inter-

est in a loan to finance the import content of industrial exports and

asked about its status. Mr. Clausen responded that such a loan might

face difficulties because of Part I countries' perception of the

subsidy issue, particularly in the present world context of

protectionist pressures. Both Minister Galveas and Mr. Langoni

indicated the Government's intention to liberalize trade policies as

the macroeconomic situation provides them increasing degrees of

freedom. It was agreed that discussions on possible lending

alternatives would be held at the time of discussion of the

aforementioned report.

Cleared by and cc: Mr. van der Heijden

cc: LAC: Messrs. Ardito Barletta, Lerdau, van der Meer, Pfeffermann,

LCP Assistant Directors, Brazil Division;
Outside LAC: Messrs. Stern, Fuchs, Lafourcade.I'-

FDLevy:cjb



THE WORLD BANK
Washington, D. C. 20433

U. S.A.

A.W. CLAUSEN
President

March 23, 1982

Dear Mr. Alves:

Thank you for your letter and the
kind words of appreciation for the works
of Bob Skillings during his extended as-
sociation with Brazil. I know that your
praise of Bob is well deserved as I am
indeed well aware of his contribution to
the development of the close and fruit-
ful relationship which exists between
Brazil and the Bank, particularly in the
agricultural sector. My recent visit to
Brazil has made very clear to me that the
high quality of the dialogue between the
Government and the Bank owes much to the
efforts of Bob Skillings and his colleagues.
I am pleased to note that you share the
same views.

Thank you again for writing to me.

Sincerely,

Mr. Eliseu Roberto de Andrade Alves
President
Empresa Brasileira de Pesquisa

Agropecuaria
Vinculada ao Ministerio

da Agricultura
Brasilia, Brasil

P.S.: Knowing that Bob will also appreciate
your kind comments, I am taking the
liberty of sending him a copy of your
letter.

bcc: Mr. Barletta ) .
Mr. Knox with copy of incoming
Mr. Kaji (

CC: Robert F. Skillings

OLafourcade:ml



EMPRESA BRASILEIRA DE PESQUISA AGROPECURIA - EMBRAPA
C.PR -2 9 /82 Brasilia, March jO , 1982

Dear Mr. Clausen,

I learned that Mr. Robert F. Skillings has left the office of Chief,

Brazil Division to become Chief, Country Programs Division for West Africa. As

President of EMBRAPA I wish to express our deep and sincere appreciation for

his outstanding work in that office.

I do this in no mere formal sense, for Mr. Skillings always provided

us his assistance with efficiency and dedication. EMBRAPA owes much to him,

for he has helped our Organization with zeal, since its inception,in the

difficult task of institutional building. His role in the First Agricultural

Research Project at all stages of its development was remarkable.

He always did his best to facilitate our understanding of the Bank

mechanisms and, in the other hand, to explain our philosophy and operational

model to the Bank officials, at all levels. He was also a strong ally of

EMBRAPA in the discussions with the Government authorities, which took place

during the negotiations of the second loan. The Bank promut approval of the

loan contributed to increase EMBRAPA's reputation within Brazil and abroad as

well. Furthermore, his work was outstanding in regard to advise EMBRAPA on

research priorities and strategies, and linkages with foreign universities and

other international institutions.

I greatly acknowledge our debt to Mr. Skillings, and trust that our

association with the World Bank will always continue at the high level we have

achieved.

Yours sincerely,

E Robt e Al
President

Mr. ALDEN W. CLAUSEN

President, World Bank

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development - IBRD

1818 "H" Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20433

U.S.A.

VINCULADA AO MINIST5RIO DA AGRICULTURA
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Name Room No.

Mr. Clausen

Mr. Stern

Mr. Barletta

Mr. Benjenk

Mr. Thahane

To Handle Note and File
Apnropriate Disposition Note and Return
Aporoval Prepare Reply

Comment Per Our Conversation

Full Report Recommendation

Information Signature
_ Initial Send On

Remarks

Original has gone to Mr. Hennessy.

Olivier Lafourcade

From



OFFICE OF COUNTY AUDITOR
ST. LOUIS COUNTY, MINNESOTA

RECEIVED
World Bank Headquarters 132 MIAR Pi 5: 4 01818 H Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433 OFFICE

A II ,SECR E TA RY~t
March 11, 1982

Enclosed you will find a certified copy of resolution No.................
adopted -..... ...... ...... ............... by the Board of County Commissioners of St. Louis County,
which is self-explanatory.

Yours very truly,

RUSSCounty Auditor

Bylerkof o

Clerk of County Board



Certified Copy of Resolution of the Board of County Commissioners of St. Louis County, Minnesota.

Resolution No: 157 Adopted March 8 19 82

By Commissioner An ze l c:

WHEREAS, a government owned company in Brazil is seeking a

three-hundred million dollar ($300,000,000) World Bank loan to

build what would be the world's largest iron ore production

facility; and

WHEREAS, the Company, Cia Vale Do Rio Doce, receives sub-

sidies from the Brazilian Government and already sells ore at

prices far below production costs; and

WHEREAS, the Iron Range of Minnesota, its communities and

residents are dependent on the mining of iron ore for their liveli-

hood; and

WHEREAS, the construction and operation of said facility

would have a serious, detrimental effect on the economy of the Iron

Range of Minnesota and threatens the future of the entire American

iron ore industry;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, the St. Louis County Board of

Commissioners hereby urges the President of the United States, the

United States Congress, and the American Representatives to the

World Bank to strenuously oppose any World Bank Loan to the

Brazilian Mining Company, Cia Vale Do Rio Doce, or any other company

to be used for the proposed Iron Ore Production Facility in Brazil.

Commissioner Anzelc moved the adoption of the Resolution and it was declared
adopted upon the following vote: Yeas - Commissioners Dodge, Kron, Hall, Hoff,Anzelc, and Chairman Doty - 6

Nays - None Absent - Commissioner Shannon - 1

STATE OF MINNESOTA
Office of County Auditoi. ss.

County of St. Louis

I, RUSSELL PETERSEN, Auditor of the County of St. Louis. do hertbk certify that I have compared theforegoing with the original resolution filed in my office on the 8th .lai or MarchA. D. 19 82 , and that the same is a true and correct copy of 'he whole reof.
WITNESS MY HAND AND SEAL OF OFFICE at Duluth, Minnesota, this 8th day ofMarch A. D. 19 82

RUSSELL PF E SEN, County Auditor.

Cierk of County Board.



March 151, 1982

Dear Mr, Lanagonit

Thauk you very Much for your letter of March 4 reparding
release of commitment authority in connection with your
Covernment's contribution to L)A6.

We are very grateful for your response. As you know, the
United States has now deposited with the Association a second
installment amounting to $700 million, thus triggering the
release of additional comitment authority from all donors
who wished to keep such releases of their contributious
proportionate to further additional payments by the United
States.

May I express again our gratitude for your action and our
deep appreciation for Brazil's continued support for the
Association.

Sincerely,

TC

Sr. Carlos Geraldo Langoni
Presidento
Banco Central Do Brasil
Caixa Postal 1102/11
70.000 Brasilia (DF), Brasil

Sc: Mr. Jaime Garcia-Parra
Executive Director

bec: Messrs. Duarte, Ikbom, Mistry, Rothenbuhler
Mrs. De Santis

ARuma:kav
P.S. Let me express great appreciation for your warm welcome to Brasilia last
week and for the courtesies Mrs. Langoni extended to Peggy. Our trip was very
pleasurable and I'll write you about my experience in a few days.

TC
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. A. W. Clausen DATE: February 9, 1982

(Through Mr. Ernest Stern) $

FROM: Nicolas Ardito Barletta

SUBJECT: BRAZIL - Briefing Notes for Meeting on February 12, 1982
with Dr. Eliezer Batista da Silva, President of CVRD

Re: Proposed Carajas Iron Ore Project

1. You will meet on Friday, February 12, Dr. Eliezer Batista da

Silva, President of Companhia Vale do Rio Doce (CVRD). He will be

accompanied by(Mr. Samir Zraick, CVRD Financial Director. They would brief

you on the current-satus of the Carajas iron ore project for which a Bank

loan of US$300 million is under consideration. We ara-pr EatTou

viait-the- Cridgp~ro-Iect' n-yerfortfrceming trip to ~BraziL. Dr. Batista

will meet with Mr. Wuttke later in the afternoon.

2. The Carajas project consists of a 35 mtpy open pit izzegveted-
aig c-elopment in the "Serra dos Carajas" (in t..sa'thern daire-.f the
S=;P- of Psara ..in. th ortheruAmazon region of the country), a deep water

port at Ponta da Madeira (near Sao Luis in the State of Maranhao) with

capacity to handle vessels up to 280,000 dwt, and an 890 km railway line

connecting the mine with the port. The project is expected to be

commissioned by 1985, with an initial production of 15 mtpy, increasing to

25 mtpy in 1986 and 35 mtpy in 1987. The project is expected to generate

net foreign exchange earnings averaging about US$0.6 billion p.a. in 1981

terms at a level of 35 mtpy and US$0.8 billion p.a. at 50 mtpy (production

level expected to be reached by 1993).

3. Tote4-f nTranriTqc requ-ifrmue4Wxw th e -veoeeTar ron-U $4.4

M+444n, of which 5 7 i57 lTiTo wouldbe-f-rr et"Tt-al-sourrce s. The

financing plan looks as follows:

Equity US$ Million

CVRD Internal Cash Generation 1,409.7

New Capital Subscriptions 382.2

Total Equity 1,791.9

Debt

Local 1,338.8

Foreign
(a) -IBRD 300.0

(b) IFC 5D.-
(c) EEC 400.0

(d) Japanese Loans 500.0<-

(e) KfW 150.0

(f) Other 175.0

Total Foreign 1,575.6

Total Debt 2,914.4

Total Financing 4,706.3
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T~be.- 4have already announced their willingness to participate in the
financing to the extent of 4-,Meon. The other prospective loans are
well advanced in consideration, and-WRD- hepes-to fimatlie all of the
finanxj.ajg ~Wnitments, includinjg our own, by around the middle -of 1982.

4. CVRD has made good progress in obtaining long term commitments
for the purchase of iron ore from Carajas, with signed contracts, mainly
wtw,-J eese and Enropie"-steel milLs, totalling about 25 mtpy. This is
considered a-remarkable achievement in view of the current.., slump- in_ t1
worldwide steel industry, and is a reflection of the confidence which the
steel producers have in CVRD as a company and in the Carajas project.

5. Tiz Biir ii ttui pv.jeet. .i-n Oet /meNovember 1981 , and
the Appraisal Report is currently under preparation. The Transportation
Department has raised some technical questions regarding the designs for
the railway and port components, and accordingly, a post-appraisal mission
was recently in the field to review these components. In addition, we are
reviewing the capital cost estimates. The-eeenmterate of reur &he
pect -was calculated at 14%. While this rate of return is relatively

t. it uttJtrm and is within the range of most mining projects. The
true economic rate is probably considerably higher than the estimated one
which excludes all non iron ore benefits (other mining, regional
development, etc.) which are difficult to quantify for now.

6. The Bpnk's participation i.tbe project is jegarded as critical
in terms of mobilizing the other external financing commitments for the
project. At a recent meeting of prospective lenders in Paris, it was
dected that the financing would be amended to include US$200 to
US$250 mi1FI nv ate, co-financ r -t razect. The precise

sfribution of this is no n; some of it is likely to replace
part of the scheduled local borrowing from the Government's development
bank (BNDE) which is short of funds. I s est you express your suppor.
f t itiative, as well as for CVRD s on-going efforts to bring into
therojeta thr h the issuance of subordinated
convertible debentures iyBrazil's capital market.

7. We have two on-going loans with CVRD subsidiaries: Loan No.
1411-BR for the VALEFERTIL 1 11 ie (US$82 million
approved in April 1977); and Loan No. 1660-BR for the VALESUL ahM00m
pR (US$98 million approved in March 1979). The VALEFERTIL project has
been successfully completed, and was recently transferred to a PETROBRAS
subsidiary. After initial implementation delays, the VALESUL project is
now proceeding with no major problems. A delay of six months and a cost
overrun of 10% is expected. In addition, IFC is supporting the Trombetas
(MRN) nt (also in the Amazon region) in which CVRD has a
46% intere . The latter project was successfully completed.

Cleared with and Ms. Haug, IPD

DKoromzay:nps
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February 4, 1982

Nr. Louis V. RKggio
Senior Vice President
Nsmura Securities International, Inc.
100 Wall Street
New York, New York 10005

Dear Mr. Riggio:

Mr. Clausen received with pleasure your letter of January 29,
1982, and we note that you have been appointed Consul for Commercial
Affairs at the U.S. Consulate General in Sao Paulo. All of us in the
Latin America and Caribbean Region are looking forvard to benefiting
from your guidance whenever we shall be in Sao Paulo.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

Hendrik van der Meijden
Chief, Brazil Division

Latin America and Caribbean
Regional Office

cc: Mr. Clausen'a Office (with copy of incoming)
Messrs. Ardito Barletta

Lerdau, LAC II

vanderHeijden:nev



NOMURA SECURITIES INTERNATIONAL, INC.

100 WALL STREET, NEWYORK, N. Y.IOOO5

January 29, 1982

Louis V. Riooio TELEX

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT 222371 OR 222681

(212) 483-9793 NOMRA UR

Mr. A.W. Clausen
President
International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Clausen,

I am pleasea to announce that February 8 1 will join
the Foreign Commercial Service of tne U.S. Department of
Commerce with the rank of FS-1. I have been appointed Consul
for Commercial Affairs at tne Consulate General in Sao Paulo,
Brazil.

The new position represents my return to the Foreign
Service. I was with the State Department until going to the
private sector in 1964.

While in Sao Paulo I will be very pleased to render
assistance to you and to your associates. I ask that your
appropriate officers be informed of my assignment.

Yours very truly,

LVR:as



-For Mr. Clausen <b

Visit by Mr. Delphim Netto, Minister of Planning for Brazil.

Briefing Note Covering Brazil's Contribution to the CGIAR in 1982.

December 14, 1981.

Brazil has recently *oined the Consultative Group on

International Agricultural Research as a donor member. Brazil was for the

year s International Centers Week, its

representative being Dr. Eliseu Alves, President of EMBRAPA, Brazil's

National Agricultural Research Institution. The attendance of such an

important official signified that Brazil is now committed to the CGIAR.

Nevertheless, Dr. Alves was not in a position to indicate at the pledging

session during Centers Week how much Brazil intends to contribute 
to the

CGIAR in 1982. It is said that a decision on the matter required the

approval of Mr. Netto, and that this was not possible to obtain prior to

Centers Week. All but one or two donor members of the CGIAR have now made

their pledges for T982 ahndwe now need to know the amount of irazi i

contri'bu'tion. Inaf17 our discussions with the Brazilians about their

becoming a donor, including earlier discussions_ and corr-esppndence with

Mr. Netto himself, we have urged that they-give$1 million in 1'982, their

first year.

Brazil is a major beneficiary of the work of several centers in

the CGIAR that are researching problems of great interest and importance to

agricultural development in Brazil. Centers of particular interest to

Brazil are CIAT (Colombia), CIP (Peru), CIMRYT (Mexico), IITA (Nigeria) and

ICRISAT (India). The crops concerned are cassava, beans, potatoes, maize,

wheat, sorghum, various grain legumes and trop4rea-1 pastures. All these

crops are of major importance to Brazil. Brazilian scientists are well

aware of this and maintain close contact with their scientific counterparts

at the centers. Relations are good. Attached is an excerpt on this from a

report by Mr. Yudelman following his recent visit to Brazil.

Brazil is also in a position to contribute substantially to the

QGIAR, as a source of financial contributions, skilled manpower, ideas, and

joint research programs. Also, membership by Brazil is a tangible sign of

commitment by a third world country to the principles and objectives of the

CGIAR. It can play an important part in the-Group, and stands to benefit

substantially and directly from its participation in the system.

The Bank has been soliciting Brazil's membership as a donor for

several years. 'TheK tfrhas en rafsd on several occasions in discuss-

ions between Mir. Netto and both Mr Namars and Mr.---Berle . A verbal

commitment was made by Mr. Netto last September that the contribution in

192wuld_ bel million. This has never been confirmed byhimoffi-

cially. When pressed, Brazilian officialshave been evasive on the

subject, claiming that the last word rests with Mr. Netto, which is

probably the case. Once Mr. Netto has made a firm commitment, we can

pursue the matter, including the question of payment, with the appropriate

officials.



If Mr. Netto pleads poverty you might care to mention to him that
Mexie-*, also a new member of the CGIAR, has pledged $1 million in 1982.
Both 14.44e and the Philippines, who are also newly joined, have pledged
$500,000 although neither are anywhere near as well off as Brazil. A
contribution of $1 million would be consistant with Brazil's important
role in the CGIAR, and with the importance it places domestically on the
pivotal role played by research in agricultural development. Considering
that the Bank has made two large loans to Brazil for agricultural research
(Qne _foL $43 illion and a second for $100 million, both for the benefit of
EMBRAPA), it should not be difficult for it to justify providing $1 million
to the CGIAR.



Extract from a Back-to-Office Report Prepared by
Mr. Yudelman Following a Visit to Brazil.

(Report dated December 1, 1981)

4. While I was in Brasilia, I visited three research stations and made
two brief field trips. (Goias and into Mato Grosso). My visit to the three
stations run by Epresa Brasileira de Pesquisa Agropecuaria (EBRAPA), currently
supported by a large loan from the Bank, call for two comments of general
policy interest:

a) Questions have been raised whether national research centers gain
from the CGIAR supported international agricultural research centers. There can
be no doubt that DMIBRAPA is benefiting from the work of these centers. The
vegetable center is cooperating very actively with CIP in its potato work, and is
testing CIP varieties (and seeds) for local conditions. Needless to add, the
local scientists were very enthusiastic about the potential for pousse production
in Brazil; the rice and bean center is cooperating actively with IRRI and CIAT
on upland rice and with ICRISAT and IITA on chi-ekpreas; the resource utilisation
center close to Brasilia has worked very closely with CIAT in its celebrated work
on soeIs-and-pastures. All the centers had exchange programs with the IARCs and
all looked to the IARCs for a collaborative division of labor, especially in
training and testing programs. There can be no doubt about the mutual benefits
flowing from the links between the national and international system.

In my view theZesearch and training program at EMBRAPA represents
a-major-contribution to Brazil's agricultural development. Bank staff
associated with this project deserve to be commended.



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. A. W. Clausen DATE. December 15, 1981

FROM: Hans A. Wuttke

SUBJECT: Your Meeting Today with Mr. Antonio Delfim Netto,
Minister of Planning, Brazil

Relations between IFC and Brazil are excellent. The only
possible problem concerns IFC's relatively high exposure in Brazil
which amounted to US$256 million or 15.5% of IFC's total portfolio at
June 30, 1981. We are taking steps to ensure that IFC's exposure in
Brazil does not significantly exceed 15% of our total portfolio. &

IFC's program in Brazil for.FY82 is expected to comprise
seven projects for a total net IFC investment of about US$90 million.
The most recent IFC project in Brazil is the PISA newsprint project,
which was approved by the Board on December 3, 1981. The novel
feature in this investment for which we are seeking Government ap-
proval is the discounted subordinated convertible loan of US$12.5
million. Further projects for FY82 which we are currently consider-
ing include a palm oil project (CODEPA) with the Antunes Group in
the Amapa region of the Northeast, in which Minister Delfim Netto
is particularly interested, as well as an agricultural leasing
project and a venture capital project.

For FY83 and beyond our proposed projects include a
number of important export-oriented projects of priority to the
Government:

1) Carajas (iron ore),
2) Trombetas (bauxite),
3) VAW (aluminum smelter),
4) Albras/Alunorte (aluminum smelter), and
5) MBR--Antunes Group (iron ore).

The most important of these future prospects for Mr. Delfim Netto's
visit is Carajas for which IFC has a mandate to mobilize up to about
US$50 million n subordinated convertible debt financing.

DA/JK:mrw/es

Partly by selling some of the existing portfolio and by seeking
participations mainly with Arab institutions.



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. A. W. Clausen DATE: December 14, 1981

(Through Mr. Ernes% iern)

FROM: Nicolas Ardito Barletta

SUBJECT: BRAZIL - Briefing Notes for Meeting on December 15, 1981 with
Brazil's PloMnlng Mkt.&r Antonio Delfim Netto,
InterirMinister Mario David Andreazza, and Tranet
Miap.w Eliseu Resende

1. You will be having lunch Tuesday, December 15 at 1.00 p.m. with
Brazil's4LassE22%E Antonio Delfim Netto, Intertvr-inister Mario
David Andreazza, Transport Mis.er Eliseu Resende, and Awb*e@4wfr to the
United States, Antonio F. Azeredo da Silveira. Also present from the Bank
will be Mr. Stern, Mr. Lerdau and myself. Biographical sketches of the
three ministers and Ambassador Azeredo da Silveira are attached (Attach-
ment 1).

Recent Political Developments

2. In September 1981, President Figueiredo suffered a mild heart
attack, and for a period of about 2 months, Vice President Aureliano
Chavez, a civilian, was Acting President. The assumption of executive
powers by Vice President Chavez went smoothly. President Figueiredo
reassumed his powers in November. Recently, the Government introduced
electoral reform measures in the Congress which are likely to assure that
the Government party (PDS) will remain in power in the next elections
scheduled for November 1982 (the elections are for State Governors, members
of Congress, and mayors; President Figueiredo's term runs to 1985). These
reforms have been widely criticized within and outside Brazil as a setback
for "abertura", the on-going process of liberalization and
democratization. The measures include a requirement that voters must cast
ballots for a slate of candidates all of the same party. Since the
Government party is strongest at the local level, this measure is likely to
result in electoral victories for PDS at all levels.

Economic Situation

3. The Government has introduced a series of stabilization policies
during 1981 to deal with its high rate-of-irnflaktn-and lage-eauxrxnt
a&Qount balance-of-payments deficit (around US$12 billion for 1981). Tight
monetary and fiscal policies have produced a s in the
economy, with zero or negative growth projected& for 981 (following an 8%
growth rate in 1980), with ui mp i.yen- ne ing, particularly in urban
areas. The inf-latio rate in 1981 is now 4ecliaiag-ord 90.and the
trade balance will be positive in 1981 (US$.5-1.0 billion), the first time
since 1977.

4. The main points on the agenda of the current dialogue between the
Bank and the Brazilian authorities are gubsidlZed interest rat es, and the
need for a comprehqnsive public sector investment program for the medium
term. In both, some progress has been made; in 1981 some interest rates
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were liberalized, the exchange rate adjustments have followed closely the

domestic inflation rate, and the controls on the federal, monetary and
public enterprises budgets have been strengthened. But there still is no
medium-term public investment and financing program, and this interferes
with rational investment and borrowing decisions.

5. The efforts of Brazil to raise the efficiency of fuel oil uses

and to substitute domestic energy sources for imported oil have born

important results in 1981. Oil imports declined in 1980 and will again in

1981 as a consequence of the ri&e_.of domestic priees for oil produets, the

expanding production of alcohol and the substitution of coal for fuel oil

in a number of industries. Greatly increased expenditures in oil explora-
tion and development, the major hydroelectric projects coming into

operation in the next couple of years, and the substitution and conserva-
tion efforts, make it appear that the G
reduinug oil imports to 500,000 b/d by 1985 (as compared to one million b/d
in 1979) is attainable.

Current Lending Program

6. Lending in FY81 amounted to US$844 million. The currently

authorized program for FY82-83 is US$1,546 million, and the FY82-86 program

amounts to US$5,646 million. I recommend you state that our ability to

ma4ntainRthese levels of lending will depend on a number .of actor,
including adequat e couniterpart funding (a problem which is affecting a

major part of our on-going program) and agreement on private cofinancing

and adequate tariff levels.

Proposed Export Sector Loan

7. You may recall that at the 1981 annual meetings, Finance Minister

Ernane Galveas raised with you the proposal fox ast-diebursing loan of
l -eh import content of manufactured exports.

He said that the expansion of manufac 'e'clexports (which had an import

content of around 40% and often required export financing) was putting

pressure on Brazil's reserves, and that a special line of credit to finance

the import content of exports, creating a revolving fund for the purpose,

would alleviate these pressures. I suggested at the meeting that possibly

such an operation-could be cembined -with commercial bank loans, with the
commercial banks taking the shorter and medium maturities. Such an

operation would also have to be linked to commitments on industrial policy

reforms -- in particular elimination of subsidies, lowering of the

effective level of protection, and exchange rate policies. You had

indicated to Minister Galveas that the Bank would take a close look at the

proposal. Minister Delfim may raise this issue with you again. So far,
infnrm1 in tatisnn- with.t Americ, British iand German EDs about the
possb!lity-of-sneh-a loan, suggested by Mr. Stern, have not been very

promfsing.
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Steel Sector

8. We have loom outstanding to CSN (Companhia Siderurgica Nacional)
and COSIPA (Companhia Siderurgica Paulista) which are in-.ees-d+ffkcutty
becauaeof-in&ificient counterpart funding. At the end of October, 1981,
we formally put the Government and the companies on notice that we would
C .hthese loans if they did not present for us, by November 30, 1981
(since extended to December 15, 1981), a plan of action which would enable
the companies to complete their projects and to achieve financial
viability. COSJ.A-reqiuires- about US$500-mi4i a&n-ew-equity in 1982 and
CSF-armnd-ffS$373,mii1lion in order to maintain the present construction
schedules and for the companies to achieve a satisfactory financial
position (of which around US$300 million each in new funds in 1982, with
the balance possibly to be provided through conversions of debt into
equity). The-Gnvernment- is likely-to -inform us that the amounts -needed- by
th ..al nat available, and to request our agreement to a
further slow-down and/or a more gradual financial recuperation of the steel
sector. The Government recognizes that too many large projects were
started in the period 1974-78, and that following the circumstances created
by the second round or oil price hikes in 1979 and 1980, the simult a.
complat.e--ofthese projects in 1982 and 1983 is not possible. ITeommend
that you say that an agreement by the Bank would only be acceptabkf-atr
the same time joint Bank/Government work were initiated to fxmula1e a
co~ebwen public investument and financtng plan for the next several years,
so as to avoid a repetition of the steel problem in other sectors.

Carajas Iron Ore Project

9. Wg have in our FY83 lending program a loan of US$300 million for
a US$5 billion iron ite mining project in the Amazon Region (comprising a
midinig complex, a 900 km railway line, and a port complex). The project
has been appraised, and an appraisal report is under preparation. Minister
Delfim has just been in Japan, where he obtained commitments from the
Japenese-Gevernment t - Z.Qtute- US$5QO-mil-lion-towe-rds the finaneing of

-peoject. The EEC-iaonsaidering providing US$400 million in
financing, KFW-Us$L5O milion, and IFG US$50-million. Our own participation
is considered essential to putting together the external financing for this
project. Both the Japanese and EEC financing will involve substantial
participation by commercial banks. I recommend you state to the Ministers
that while we think that the project merits our support wea&r -coxcerned by

th -1ar Scaital investment requirements at a wben some ongoing
projeets e not receiving adequate funding. I recommend you also
underscore the importance we attach to the proposed participation of the
Brazilian private sector in the project (through the proposed issuance by
CVRD of 3 successive issues of convertible debentures of around US$100
million each in 1981, 82 and 83) and to the participation of the commercial
banking community (indirectly as part of the Japanese'and EEC financing,
and possibly directly under co-financing arrangements with us).
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Electric Power Sector

10. The financial condition of Brazil's eleetrie power.sector has
dm in the past few years as a result of the failure of the
government to grant tariff increases that would ensure adequate levels of
remuneration to power utilities. The sector achieved only a 6% rate of
return of remunerable assets in 1980 and is expected to achieve a rate of
r1rn of M, i t the rate-of return of 10 12-required by
the-e.mamants of our loans. Following an informal threat of the Bank in
late July to suspend disbursements on all the Bank power loans to Brazil,
whose undisbursed amount aggregated US$550 million, the Brazilian
government agreed that a 10% rate of remuneration for the electric power
sector should be achieved as soon as possible and, to that effect, they
would undertake to carry out a program of annual increases in the level of
electrieity tariffs to be not less in real terms than 3% during 1982 and-X
thereafteruntil the 10% rate of remuneration has been achieved. Some
snags developed over the detailed interpretation of this agreement, and the
Government has not yet accepted our proposed text. We are now close to a
satisfactory agreement, however. I recommend you underscore that a final
agreement on this matter must be reached promptly; otherwise, we will have
to suspend disbursements.

Private Co-Financing

11. As you know, we have had a long experience in Brazil with private
co-financing. Since 1976, we have concluded some 12 co-financing
operations totalling US$465 million with private financial institutions,
and several others are in preparation (including a possible US$250 million
loan in support of Brazil's alcohol program and a US$50 million loan in
support of our second rural development project in Minas Gerais).
Notwithstanding this experience, thera hae been some -re1uetanee- in some
Braeilian quarters -todo private co-financing, apparently because of a
perception that it does not bring an improvement in terms. Private
co-financing is apparently also regarded as complicating the management of
Brazil's external borrowing program, which is coordinated by the Central
Bank. I recommend you reiterate the importance we attach to private
co-financing, and our interest also in co-financing projects in the
non-traditional sectors (such as the rural development project).

Transport Sector

12. Minister Resende is likely to raise the procurement of trains for
the Porto Alegre Urban Transport Project. This issue was raised by
Minister Galveas in his meeting with you on October 1, 1981. A government
delegation has been in Washington during the week of December 7 to review
the case as well as procurement guidelines generally. After a very careful
review, we continue to believe that our position is the correct one, and
that the contract should be awarded to the lowest Japanese bidder, jMitsui.

Attachments
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cc: Messrs. Lerdau, LC2 Messrs. Senner, LCP
van der Meer, LCP Newman, LCP
Fuchs/Dewey, IPD Scott, LCP
Pfeffermann, LCNVP Moscote, LCP

Levy, LC2 Renger, LCP
Jennings, LCP Ms. Haug, IPD
Wessels, LCP Mr. Rowat, IPD
Goffin, LCP
Glaessner, LCP Brazil Division

DKoromzay:mmw/nps/nev



Attachment 1

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES

Antonio Delfim Netto - Minister of Planning and Governor of the Bank

Antonio Delfim Netto, age 53, became Minister of Planning in the Figueiredo

Government in August 1979. He had previously held the post of Minister of

Agriculture for five months, March to August 1979. Early in his career, Mr.

Delfim Netto was Professor of Economics at the University of Sao Paulo where he

established himself as one of Brazil's outstanding theoretical 
economists. From

1964-67 he served as Secretary of Finance for the State of Sao Paulo, 
and in 1967,

at the age of 39, was appointed Minister of Finance, where he remained until 1974.

During the Geisel Government he was Ambassador to France for Brazil. Throughout

his career, Mr. Delfim Netto has been widely respected and popular, which was

reflected in his being chosen "Man of the Year, 1970" by "Visao", 
the Brazilian

equivalent of Time magazine.

Mario David Andreazza - Minister of the Interior

Mario Andreazza, age 63, a career army officer, served as Minister of Transport

in the Medici Government when the Bank was embarking on a large highway lending

program in Brazil. This program was successfully implemented and as a result 
the

Bank's technical assistance is now no longer considered necessary by the 
Brazilian

Government in this sector. Following this cabinet post, Minister Andreazza joined

the private sector and became President of the Naval Industrial Equipment Company.

He later moved to the Atlantica Boa Vista Insurance Group as Vice President 
before

being appointed to his present post, Minister of Interior 
in the Figueiredo Govern-

ment in March 1979.

Eliseu Resende - Minister of Transport

Mr. Eliseu Resende, age 52, is an engineer with a Ph.D. from New York University,

and has taught engineering at the University of Minas Gerais. He was head of the

Minas Gerais Highway Department, and during the Medici Government (when Mario

David Andreazza was Minister of Transport) Resende headed the national highway

department (DNER). From 1974 to 1979 he was President of Samarco, an iron ore

mining company (controlled successively by Marcona Mining, Utah International, and

now General Electric), which successfully built a slurry pipeline to transport

iron ore from its mine in the interior of Minas Gerais to the coast. Resende has

the reputation of an excellent, get-things-done administrator.

Antonio F. Azeredo da Silveira - Ambassador to the United States

Ambassador Azeredo da Silveira, age 64, a career diplomat, was Foreign Minister

of the Brazilian Government from 1974 to 1979 when he left that post to become

Ambassador to the United States. Early in his career, he was assigned to the

Brazilian Embassy in Havana, and also had foreign service assignments in various

countries such as Argentina, Spain, Italy, and France. Prior to becoming Foreign

Minister he headed the Brazilian Diplomatic Missions in Geneva and Buenos Aires.

At various times in the past Mr. Azeredo da Silveira has represented Brazil

in economic negotiations sponsored by GATT, UNCTAD, ECLA and OAS. Mr. Azeredo

da Silveira initiated and participated in various projects for regional

cooperation, and was one of the chief negotiators for the Treaty of Coopera-

tion in the River Plate Basin of 1969, and for the Treaty for Cooperation in 
the

Amazon Region of 1978. As Foreign Minister he was also involved in agreements with

other developing and developed countries, among which are the Nuclear Energy

Agreement signed with the Federative Republic of Germany in 1975, 
and the Memorandum
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ofu, which he signed along with Secretary of State

c', T4, Azeredo da Silveira has also served as Chairman

a h Un ~ *tions General Assembly in September 197h, and has

Del , on to the United Nations General Assembly for

] years i din. -q ."hirty-third UN General Assembly in 1978.



APPETIZERS

Consomme with Shevy - Cteam o6 Leekz $0.65
Fxuit Juicez - GzpejiuZt $0 .60

Aspaaguz Vinaig)ette - Egg. a ta Ruzze $1.05
RotL Mop4 - PFat6 Maizon $1.25

ENTREES

OMELETTE A L'ESPAGNOLE $3.10
(Spa.niLh OmeLet)

COTE DE PORC MILANAlSE $4.65
(Potk Chop)

FILET DE BOEUF FORESTIERE $5.70
(Sticed Beei Tende&Zoin)

BROCHEITE AUX FRUITS DE MER NANTUA $4.90
(Seaood on SkeweA)

OR

FROM THE GRILL R() Mo W()
(Cooked to OLdeA)

GRILLED MINUTE STEAK $5.60
TWO BROILED LAMB CHOPS $5.45

CHOPPED SIRLOIN STEAK LYONNAISE $3.80

VEGETABLES
(Choice oi Two)

Potatoe6 Lyonnaiae .occotSpeau BriLed Tomato
SaZid

COLD PLATES

SALADE NiCOiSE $3.15
CORNED BEEF SANDWICH $3.20

DESSERTS

(Shevbext Ice CiLeam $0.80
'ChocoftteMowe - Coupe aux Mavzonz $1.00
Azzoted Pastkiue - Cakue and Pieu $1.05

$1.10
$1.10

APERITFS - BEVERAGES

SheuvLy Sweet/Dry $0.75 Dubonnet $0.75
Coke $0.60 GingeA ALe $0.60 Mizk $0.30
PerAie' $0.95
Cojjee $0.30 Tea $0.30 EzpLez6o $0.45

Tuueday Decembex 15, 1981
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Mr. Barletta phoned Olivier today to say that

Delfim Netto, Andreazza (Min. of Interior) and

RAende (Min. of Transport) are coming to DC

for a loan signing on Dec. 15. They want to see

you. We think a luncheon would be in order '

unless you feel otherwise.

HH



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Memorandum for the Record DATE: October 6, 1981

FROM: Robert F. Skillings, Division Chief, LAC II (1
SUBJECT: BRAZIL - Meeting Between Mr. Clausen and the Brazilian Delegation

during Annual Meeting - October 1, 1981

Present for Brazil: Mr. Ernane Galveas, Minister of Finance
Mr. Carlos Geraldo Langoni, President,

Banco Central do Brasil
Mr. Alexandre Kafka, Executive

Director, International Monetary Fund
Mr. Jose Carlos Madeira Serrano,

Director of International Affairs,
Banco Central do Brasil

Mr. Tarcisio Marciano da Rocha,
Coordinator of International
Affairs, Ministry of Finance

Mr. Mailson Ferreira da Nobrega,
Advisor to the Minister of Finance

Present for the Bank: Messrs. Clausen, Stern, Ardito
Barletta, Lerdau, Lafourcade
and Skillings

1. Mr. Galveas opened the meeting by saying that he had liked
Mr. Clausen's speech and was pleased that it did not mention things' that
Brazil did not want to hear. He had liked the tribute paid to Mr. McNamara
and wanted to assure Mr. Clausen that Brazil would contribute to the
endowment fund. Mr. Galveas wanted to express his thanks for the
cooperation he had received from Bank staff and hoped it would continue.
Mr. ClAusen said that although there had been differences they had always
been resolved. Mr. Galveas said that Brazil was satisfied with a level of
lending of $800 million a year-, even though they were at one time expecting
more, in view of the difficult adjustments that Brazil had to make with its
external debt increasing. They would not, however, be disappointed if in
the medium term, say through 1985 or 1986, the Bank kept to a level of
$800-900 million a year. Brazil was, moreover, concerned about the talk
about "graduation". It felt that, with the world situation as bad as it
was and Brazil still in the moment of take-off, it needed to rely on
capital from international institutions, particularly for energy
production, for agricultural technology and for investments that would lead
to the expansion of exports (especially manufactures).

2. Mr. Clausen assured the delegation that graduation was not
imminent. On the other hand there was hardly any chance that lending to
Brazil could increase in real terms. Holding the line at the present real
level of lending was the likely option. Mr. Galveas said that Brazil had
not been able to borrow as much as it wanted in 1981 because of difficult
capital market situations, especially in Japan and the United States.
Brazil's ecomonic growth was not a "miracle", for there were good reasons
for it. However, Brazil still had large pockets of poverty and average per
capita income far below the industrialized countries. Mr. Clausen said
that he had no doubt that in time Brazil would graduate from the World
Bank, but he repeated that this was not imminent.



Memorandum for the Record - 2 - October 6, 1981

3. Mr. Galveas repeated the government's support for IDA and said
that it would advance its subscription for the sixth replenishment and
would continue to respond in moderate amounts to its appeals.

4. Mr. Galveas said that Minister Delfim was quite concerned about a
difference of opinion between Brazil and the Bank about the procurement of
trains for the Porto Alegre suburban railway. The issue was whether port
and merchant marine improvement taxes were a tax or a cost. Brazil felt
that a Brazilian firm, MAFERSA, was the winner, while the Bank held that a
Japanese bidder was the low bidder after- taking account of the 15% domestic
preference. Mr. Clausen said that the matter would be studied carefully.

5. In response to a question from Mr. Clausen, Mr. Galveas said that
Brazil was not dissatisfied with the outcome of the IMF discussion. They
would have preferred to see higher quotas immediately, as well as an
increase in the issuance of new SDRs. However, they felt that the
compromises reached were reasonable under the circumstances. Mr. Clausen
mentioned that issuing SDRs was inflationary, or could be. Mr. Galveas
said that he felt differently and that Brazil believed that international
liquidity should not depend on the balance-of-payments situation of
international reserve centers, such as the United States.

6. Finally, Mr. Galveas said that the government would like the Bank
to take up again consideration of the proposal for a loan of $500 million
to finance the import content of manufactured exports. The expansion of
manufactured exports, which had an import content in the neighborhood of
40%, was putting pressure on Brazil's reserves, and a special line of
credit to finance the import content of exports, creating a revolving fund
for the purpose, would alleviate this pressure. Mr. Clausen said that if
the revolving cycle were short such an operation would appeal to commercial
banks who might be willing to make a line of credit of 2-4 years,
perpetually growing, in order to meet this need of Brazil. This would
permit official institutions, like the Bank, to move further into areas
that conventional lenders w'ere not willing to enter. Mr. Ardito Barletta
suggested a possible combined operation with commercial banks taking the
short- and medium-term maturities. Mr. Clausen said that the Bank would
study the matter, "more than just look at it". He underlined that the Bank
supported the policy directions in which the Brazilian government was
trying to move and wanted to help the government move in those directions.
Mr. Galveas reiterated that it was government policy to move ahead steadily
with economic readjustment, to achieve equilibrium or surplus in trade
accounts by the end of 1981, and continue to bring inflation down.
Mr. Clausen concluded by saying that if Brazil kept its policies moving in
the right direction the Bank would help.

Cleared with and cc: Mr. Lerdau, LAC II

cc: Messrs. Pfeffermann,
Levy, LAC II

Brazil Division

RFSkillings:nev
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January 26, 1982

Father R~mi Morel, Coordinator
S.I.P.A.L.
Calle 54 A. N* 23-49
Bogota, D. E. (2), Colombia

Dear Father Morel:

Thank you for your letter to Mr. Clausen expressing your concern
for the possible impact the Brazilian POLONOROESTE program may have on
Amerindian communities.

As the enclosed announcement indicates, agreement was reached
with the Brazilian government for World Bank finance of a portion of the
POLONOROESTE program. As part of these agreements, a special project
prepared by the federal authorities and to be funded entirely by the
Government, provides for the upgrading of the organization and operations
of the Fundagao Nacional do Indio (FUNAI) in the region. A series of
measures have begun which give priority to the protection and demarcation
of Amerindian lands, and for the removal of illegal settlers and the
improvement and expansion of health services to those communities.

The World Bank intends to monitor closely the implementation of
all agreements provided for in the loan, as we do in all our loans. I
would suggest that for additional details on the specifics of FUNAI's
planned and ongoing activities you contact them directly.

Sincerely,

Enrique Lerdau
Director

Country Programs II Department
Latin America and Caribbean Region

Enclosure

C: Mr. Clausen's Office (with copy of incoming)
NOTcheyan/mmw
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CONTROL No. E-799/82 rFA TE:! 22 ,TJarv E--
ORIOINAL LANGUAGE: French (Brazil)
DEPT, LAC II ITRAN81 r>c : ENMCM:lb

Secretariado Intermonfortiano para Am'rica Latina (SIPAL)
(Secretariat of the Montfort Fathers for Latin America)
Calle 54 A. No. 23-49
Bogota, D.E. (2)
Colombia

The President
The World Bank
Washington, D.C. December 7, 1981

Dear Sir:

For several months we have been receiving disturbing news about the

North-west Development Pole project and the serious consequences it will have

on the populations in the region affected, unless effective measures are taken

to safeguard the interests of all the Indians living in the region in accordance

with Brazilian law.

We have been informed, inter alia, of the exchange of correspondence

between you as Director of Country Program(s) II Department and Survival

International in the person of its director, Mrs. Barbara Bentley. We do not

at any moment underestimate your efforts to reach effective agreements with the

Brazilian Government for the protection of the constitutional rights of the

Indian populations affected.

To date, we have not received any information on the outcome of

these efforts and our sense of concern is growing as time passes.

. This is why we cannot but add our voice to those protesting the

violation of Articles 12, 13, 20 (inter alia) of Brazilian Convention No. 107
concerning native populations, and the United Nations Convention on Civil

and Political Rights. As we see it, the World Bank, with you at its head,

has made itself an accomplice to such violations by approving the loan for this

project.
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We shall be playing an active part in the international campaign

to secure the guarantees referred to, until such time as we obtain information

on the agreements reached with the Brazilian Government and on the effectiveness

of the measures taken to safeguard the constitutional rights of the Indian

populations.

We shall be grateful if you will keep us informed of future

developments.

Yours, etc.

Is/ Father R6mi Morel

Coordinator
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Colombia

The President,
World Bank
1818 H Street NW
WASHINGTON DC 204 33
U.S.A.

Cher Monsieur,

POLONOROESTE ,BRAZ IL

Depyis quelques mois nous recevons des nouvelles inqui6tantes en

relation avec le projet NORTH-WEST DEVELOPMENT POLE " et les cons~quences

graves que sa ralisatiof provoquera au sein des populations de la region

concernieSI des mesures eficaces ne sont pas ises en oeuvre pour assurer

la sauvegarde des interets de tous les indiens de la rgion selon la loi

brisilielfe.
Nous sores inform6s entre autres,de 1 '6change de corresoondance

entre Vous-mmes comme Directeur du tOUNTr PROGRAM 1 II DEPArTME1T et StRVIVAL

INTERNATIONAL en ]a personne de son DirecteurMrs Barbara Bentley.En aucun

moment nous ne sousestimons votre souci de recherches d'accords efficaces

avec le Gouvernement brtsilier, pour ]a protection des Droits Constitutionnels

des populations indiennes affectees.

A ce jour ne nous est parvenue aucune 
information sur les resultats

de ces recherches et notre prioccupation va croissante 
en fonction du temps

qui passe.
C'est pourquoi nous ne pouvons que nous unir Z la voix de ceux qui

- sont conscients de ]a violation des Articles 12,13,20 (entre autres) de la

Convention Br silienne N'107 relative aux populations indi q nesaicsi que de

la Convention des Nations Unies sur les Droits CviIs et Politiquesconscient

nous-memes que la WORLD BANK que vous pr~sidez,se rend complice de telle vio-

- o lation en approuvant le pret pour la r6alisation du Projet.

Nous nous associons effectivement i la campagne de diffusion inter-

4 nationale pour obtenir les garanties mentionn6es,jusqu'a obtenir information

K sur les accords convenus avec le (ouvernement Br~silien et sur 1'efficacit6

des mesures prises en faveur de ]a sauvegarde des Droits Constitutionnels des

populations indiennes.

Nous vous saurons grg de nous tenir inform6s et nous nous souscrivons

sincarement vbtre.

Pere R6mi-Mo rel
Coord inateur

UCRETARIADO INTERMONFORTIANO PARA AMERICA LATINA

. - w.....



January 22, 1982

Sun Excelencia
Rliseu Resende
Ministro dos Transportes
Esplanada dos Miisterios, Bloco 9, 6 andar
Brasilia, DF, Brasil

Dear Mr. Minister:

On behalf of Mr. Clausen, I would like to acknowledge your
letter of December 14, 1981 with a request for financing a new project
to RFYSA.

I am pleased that you will be able to meet with the mission
which will be in Brazil at the and of the month to establish with your
ministry, SEPLAN, and RFFSA the measures which will need to be taken
towards the satisfactory preparation of a new loan from the Bank.

As I indicated to you during our meeting in Washington on
December 14, 1981, we will need to consult our management on your request
and we propose to do so when the forthcoming mission has completed its
report. I therefore expect to provide you with a more detailed response
to your letter during the month of March.

With warmest personal regards,

Eurique Lerdau
Director

Country Program 11 Department
Latin America and Caribbean

Region

Cleared with and cc: Messrs. Koromzay, LAC II
Newman, LACP

cc: Mr. Clausen's Office (with incoming)

DLallementvney



ANNEX 1

brasliia, 14 do dezombro de 1981

A, W, CLAUSEN

PP, Presidente do flancO ntornacional para Reconstruio

@ Pesonyolviimento 1IRD

1jAS!iINGTONl = C-

SPzcm;do Sernhor,

{D Iri I'c.ino a V~a parac in -r - JL-o as 2 tais (Jis

DQC ig(U) flQnssoC C~~U Goiro ativas U recOupergs do sistema de

mansportLe ferroyiCio do Brasil c io mesmo tcimpo rcEafirmnar a im

pertencia que qonsigeamos colabora-ao do BIRD nossa tarefa.

A eQ9ranizagEo do sistema de transportos vom sendo

Qqnsiderada pelo Governo como lum dos componentos fundamentais da

daptagao da economia brasiloira 's novas condiy os em vigor no

muio mundial, desde 1973. A recuperacgo do sistema de trans

pqrte ferrmviario,, omr espocial, vom sendo objeto do atcncEo parti

(Zi]jr em fung Q do papel estratgico reservado a essa modalidade

ka4 rorienta.ao do setor vis a vis a sua contribuicao aos objeti

vs dq racionalizagHQ do uso da energia, do ampliacjo das exporta

ZcQs e de melhoria dA qualidade de vida das populagoes do baixa

Aada sitadjas nA per-iferia das principais cidades do Pais.

Q 1I, dcsde o inlcio da dCcada dos 70, vom' colabo

3n CQM. Qm GQvernQQ rasiloio nos osforgos dostinados a mnehoria

(& Qrrvivas do r-asi1l sendo, ao mcsmo tempo, corrospons5vcl e

e~semunha dos CxtrQod.ari.S progressos alcangados, dos quais

QA*t-S'tuen PI;ova . c.XeQ,. no pcriodo 1975/80, dos indicadores

4Vg--qentadQ$- pQ Aexo I a ste documonto.

Q QVQfnlo 1rzsileiro temn a nog o precisa do que a

CQD.JQnud-ad2 ($e* proQgr!s Qs depen.de da intensificayao de modi

Qy * O.Qnada* ai *Qlucloar problemas- fundamentais, do natureza



institucional C financeira, quo afotam, em particular, o sou prin

cipal instrumento no setor - a RFFSA. Devemos mencionar quo algu

mas djessas quostOEs vem sendo colocadas polo, Banco, desdo algun

tempo, por consider-las insuficientomente tratadas em face dos

objetivos estabelocidos nos Acordos do Emprstimos e do Carantia

assinados pelo Governo Brasileiro, RFFSA e Flanco (em 1975) , no bo

jo do II cinprestirmo ferrovi5rio. Dentre esses pontos destacamos:

a observncia do uma politica tarif5ria apoiada tao somionte na

cobertura dos custos totais do transporte racionalizados; a per

feita soparagao dOas fun900s econmica, social e politica cda RFFSA,

. erradicando-se ramais e dosativando-se -servicos emprosarialmento

(losinteressantes ou procedn( O-5o 0 aplicacgO correta da norma, i

4a;:o cont&il naqucles casOs CLja manutfng SOD0 COsjSalQciCaa OS

sencal eloGovernO; a neocesiaed a onitnc oi

aa ne rsn s s 
se c rr on e nr c(jla o n c a d, 011c .

ca dc se- JvS~ n~lfl~ i 
o a:'. ,CYO~0(C2t2>00d ~

to, respctao0s cs cbj et o s da conos C r jctscm '000 a0daYOC

to no setor; e a definigEo do esquera financeiro para cobertura

do servigo da divida da empresa, cujo perfil se mostra particular

mente desfavoravel nos pr6ximos anos.

5. A disposigao do Governo Brasileiro de acelerar 
o es

tudo a imnplantag.o de medidas voltadas para a romogao dos 
obstcu

los, de naturoza institucional e financeira, a recuperag0o do se

tor ferroviario se manifesta, no campo pratico, atraves cdos traba

ihos em desonvolvimento por equipe tEcnica interministerial, da

SEPLAN, Minist~rio da Fazenda, Minist~rio dos Transportos e RFFSA,

objetivando a obtengEo de soluO6cs no que concerne particularmento

a:

(i) distribuiyao do pap~is e responsabilidados en

tre a Administraqao Direta e RFFSA, examinando

solugE~s como normaliza5.Ho cont5bil ou contrato

de empresa;

(ii) reorganizaaao daz RFFSA em vista da definigao do

suas fungoos, tendo prosonte particularmente a

problematica dos suburbios;



(iii) politica do possoal, comercial, tarif5ria c tc

nol6gica, cm vista dos pontos antoriores c das

funFoos da Emprosa na oconomnia nacional;

(iv) politica do investimentos ' c dosinvestimentos ,

particularmonte com o exame simultanoo clas me

lhorias dos sistomas viivois e dosativagao dos

nao viavois.

6. Independentemnente desses osforgos, observa-se que

sao :notorios os resultados j5 obtidos- pola RFFSA no tratamnnto cas

cjuestoos rolacionadas com a erradicagao 6c rarnais antioconnmicos,

Cyrvcs do GESFRA, sob coordcnaaaO e supervisdo do Conselho Nacio

los ds 'ransportes CNT.

Da mesmaf fQrma, o problema cu ser~vig0 d _ .iiad-,-:I d Vi cl, a dZ.

c senrdo sol ucionad0 p-ild GovTrnO no s U ore men tOs

Zn" PLv., inclus VQ d c 190; 2, ca e: ndc, a at0, L Cquie t c nia o

minerlministerial o seu oquacionamenoto a mindio c longo prazos, in

sexido devidamente nos programas globais do investimoento da empre

sa ferroviaria.

A mesma observagao 6 v5lida para o problema da nor

alizagso cont5bil. dos serviyos doficitirios, reforgado, anorape

lT novo enfoque, de car5ter institucional, em doscnvolvimcnto pe

la equipe t5cnica dos Minist~rios envolvidos.

7l., Dentro dossa perspectiva e tondo cm vista a rolevan

cia atribuida a cooperagao do BIRD na recuperaqao do sistema for

rovi5 rio, seria de todo dosejivel que o Banco comeogassc a se onga

jar :no acompanhamento dos reforidos trabalhos da equipe intermi

mistorial e na preparagso e avaliagEo do operaq6cs financeiras es

pecificas quo, na pr5tica, marcarao o reatamento do vinculo BIRD/

/RFTSA interrompido com a conclusao do cmpr~stimo 1074.

Nesse sentido, o Governo Brasileiro dar5. Lodo apoio

Z lliss~o do preparay~o do "Terceiro Projeto Fcrrovi.5riO- Brasilei

-WO, como definido no item 4 da Carta 1391/GM do Ministro dos



Transportes ao Sr. Lerdau, datada de 24/09/81.

Dentre os projetos alinhados nessa Carta, o Governo

Brasileiro confere elevadazI prioridade aos projetos de capacitaaO

e rocuperagpo do trecho Sete Lagoas - Belo Horizonte - Costa Lacerda

e da Malha do Parana. Esses dois projytos foram formulados segun_

do a orientag5o aqui definida para os trabalhos da equipe tlcnica

interministerial, tendo sua priorilade do implantayao confirmada

por estudos economicos.

8 . Desta forma, o Governo Brasileiro, atrav6s da Secre

taria dc )Ianejamento da Presi dncia da Repioblica e cdo .i' nistlrio

eo s j.'ra nsporICes , sumete a essa In-stituCH a proposi o s7 fn an

ametCC para Os C1iS ,Ij CLs aci , ao meamo tempc m que f1mma

se u proposito 0 Car (2CuraprimentO .s CaC a s C: 2002 CiA L.t... no

iA-tca 5.

9. Os dois projetos em questao, para os quais j. se dis

poe do analise de viabilidade, envolvem investimentos de 33,5 bi-

lhSes de cruzeiros medios de 1981 (1 US$ = Cr$ 100) a serem desen

bolsados no periodo do 1982 a 1986 como se segue:

1 US$ = Cr$ 100 Cr$ 109 do 1981

P R O J E T TOTAL 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

Malha do Parani 23,5 0,9 3,8 5,4 8,7 4,7

Costa Lacrda-S,:T-e Lagoas 10,0 1,0 4,0 4,0 1,0 -

T 0 T A L 33,5 1,9 7,8 9,4 9,7_

Ambos os projetos foram avaliados sob a 6tica da

economia nacional e sob a 6tica privada, justificando-se sua viabi

lidade nas analises conduzidas polo GEIPOT, RFFSA e ENGEFER, den

tro do Programa Global do Modernizagno da Malha.

Em termos do suporte financeiro, o projeto da Maliha

do Parana contaria com esquemas do contrapartida nacional, com re

cursos do Tosouro da Uniao no montante do cerca do 60% dos valo-

res acima, na hip6tese do Banco Mundial optar por sua parLicipagco

cm corca de 40%.



Para o projeto Costa Lacer'da -- Sctc Lagoas, a contra
partida nacional sera assegurada pela Companhia Vale do Rio Doce,

conforme contrato entre essa empresa c a RFFSA, relativo a Adminis

trag.o do trecho Dsormbargador Drumond - Eng9 Costa Lacerda, cabon

do a RFFSA a captay5o da parcela em mooda estrangira junto ao Ban

co Mundial, em percentuais a serem definidos cm necgocia9ao.

Os elementos t~cnicos necoss5rios a dcfinica o final

dos financiamentos estarao disponivois para analise da missao ore

parat~ria do II Empr~stimo Forroviario, do Banco Mundial, no Bra

sil, em janeiro proximo.

10. Entondc, assim o Governo erasi iro, sor possivol

clar inio ao Ill Progarac ?orroviar o, aois, e: paralelo 1 s eta

pa5 :Inicji is a as projea os ce invest imnctas, acima caractcr izados,
astariay send criados mecaniss in05 5sti2tuciana i s, i navcis, atra

vos dos cjuai.s a RFFSA adquirira, gradualncnto, cloiycos iais aae

quadas para reostruturar-se, de acordo o pr6prio processo cc modor

nizagio polo qual atravessa a economia nacional.

Na oportunidade, renovamos protestos de olevada es

tima, colocando-nos S disposig o de V.Exa. para o cue se fizer ne

cess5rio a consecuggo dos nossos objetivos comuns.

ANTONIO DELFIM NETTO ELISEU RESENDE

Ministro do Estado Chefe da Secreta Ministro de Estado dos

ria de Planejamento da Presid6ncia Transportes

da Rep6blica



CNricADorEs nE E Ijc CIA

MFTAS FIXADAS BIRD (EPRrSTI,10 1074) 'AL OREI S
1975 1976 1977 1918 1979 1979

1)- N9 de Emprenados 112.000 110.000 108.000 106.000 104.000 94.4 4
- Administracgo 17.7
- Suburbio -18.(;.

- Carga (operagsio) .8..00

2) Disponibilidade de

locomotivas 85 86 87 88 90 90

3)Diisproniii d d d4eC!C -4C

xfcK3es 
D2

4~ ) Tonada Oil 2por trNm

Exclusive I5R 405 425 440 460 475 639

5) Tonelada fuilametro

Otil por vagno dia em

trifego Exclusive M1BR 1,400 1,525 1,650 1,775 1,900 2,2c

6) Rotagso dos vaqoes

(dias) Exclusive SBR 9,7 9,5 9,3 9,1 8,8 8,6

4I



ANNEX Z

PLAN OP ACTION

PREPARATTON OF THTPD RFFSA PROJECT

1982

Action 1st QuarterI 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter

BRAZILTAN COVERMENT
A. RFSA/GEL1POT
1.1 Complete economic feasibility

study for PARANA and Belo Hori-
zonte - Costa Lacerda Invest-
ments

1.2 Proposal to the Ministry of
Transport and proposed action
plan on uneconomic lines and
services --

1.3 Preparation and economic ana-
lysis of an Investment Plan

1.4 Ec -Ono" rnlysis f1 r t

1'crrovia do -----
4ir4Il, :_ 7 -,1l TI OC.Itednstra T..

1.5 Prcpa, ationa pn ofato
on the noralization payment
system

1.6 Tariff policies regarding:
suburban fares, intercity
fares, ITBR tariffs and
freight tariffs

1.7 Debt service solution

1.8 Definition of Investment and
Financing Plan -

1.9 Institutional arrangements especiall,
regarding suburban rail
services

IBRD

2.1 Preparation Mission

2.2 Preparation mission

a. to analyze economic
justification of Parana and
Belo Horizonte - Costa
Lacerda investments

b. Follow-up of main issues

2.3 Preparation mission -
follow-up of main issues

2.4 Appraisal mission

?-otiatxionin scheduled for the 2nd Quarter of CY1983.



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. A. W. Clausen DATE: September 1, 1981

FROM: Ernest Stern, SVP, Operations

SUBJECT: BRAZIL - Meeting with the Brazilian Delegation
to discuss the Electric Power Sector

You will be meeting this afternoon with the Brazilian deleg'ation which,
as you know, is in Washington to discuss the threatened suspension of
disbursement of all loans to the Brazilian power sector because of
Brazil's consistent failure to comply with the rate of return covenants.
The attached note prepared in the Latin America Region provides you
some background information. At stake are approximately $550 million of
undisbursed funds.

Not only has Brazil failed to meet the agreed level of tariffs, but
as a result the self-financing ratio of the electric power sector has
declined drastih ly Ti ars ffeiea'nit increased borrowing'
requirements for the sector in order to finance the very ambitious
energy program which is an absolute priority in Brazil.

The matter has been discussed with the Brazilian Government for two
years now, and we have been given successive assurances that steps
would be taken to allow the utilities to reach an adequate rate of
return. Twice we have agreed to carry the shortfalls of preceding
years forward, and twice the agreed measures have not been taken.
In 1981 we again fare-th& possibility that the agreed rate of return
will not be achieved, and there certainly is no prospect that the
shortfalls of previous years will be made up. That is the basis for
informing the Brazilian Government that we would suspend disbursements.

The ,raziian response which the delegation brought with it is inadequate*-
It is attached, and I would draw your attention only to Paragraphs 8and 9.
The idea that this is a minor problem or that we can be satisfied with
the agreement on the basic objective without worrying about the timing
of implementation is clearly unacceptable. I have instructed the Region
to settle for nothing less' ,han a system which would on a 1lpgwi r-
basis increase electricity tariffs by more than the rate of inflation.
This is not partic larly difficult in Brazil, where everything is indexed
and monthly and quarterly price increases are routine. If agreement is
reached on such a system, it will be relatively less important whether
an exact 10% rate of return is achieved in 1981. An adequate increase
in real terms on a monthly basis would permit the industry to catch
up with the past neglect and to restore its self-financing ratio in
due course.

I will advise you prior to the meeting as to where the negotiations stand.
I believe we hay _fexibdlity in this matter, both because it is
central to dealing with some of Brazil's basic problems and because we
cannot accept repeated violations of assurances in response to our
fTexllTiY regarding a 6ontractual agreement.

Attachments
EStern/lms
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Negotiations with the Brazilians on Bank Power Sector Loans Disbursements

1. Negotiations have been almost at an impasse so far.

2. The Brazilian team argues that the three-year downward trend of the finan-
cial conditions of power companies has been reversed starting in 1981. This
is true according to the limited information we have. They point out that
eventually the sector will achieve the 10% rate of return established by
Brazilian law and agreed upon in several loan contracts with the Bank. We
acnowledge the reversal of the trend1'iui* consider that the rate of increase
istoolow to significantly improve the financial contribution of the sector
to their investment program. Besides they are in default with formal and
informal agreements we had made in the last two years which have been repeat-
edly breached. In our cable, which prompted the sending of their mission, we
stated that unless the covenant agreements were executed we would suspend
disbursements.

3. The present political picture of Brazil is complex and difficult. Recent
happenings have shown gains and setbacks for the economic team led by
Delfim Netto. The overall economic policies put in effect last December
are showing gradually tTe expected improvements in the macro economic picture.

4. Taking into account the setting described above, the region suggested to the
Brazilian team that A thodology of tariff increase leading to a 10% increase
in real terms per annum migl e discussed. It was made clear that the sug-

gestion was not a Bank position, merely an exploration piece. The Brazilians
jumped at the possibility but said that it might be too high a level and that
they needed to go back and consult.

5. We have added two more points to be considered when the meeting reconvenes
at 2:15 p.m.:

a. That the program starts with an additional tariff increase of 10-20% this
year to be made in November, on top of the 112% compounded, which the Brazilians
have already programmed for this year. The figure programmed by the Brazilians
will be reached after the 23% increase they are scheduled to make before the
end of September. The Brazilian program would mean an increase of 6% in real
terms in 1981. Our additional proposal would increase somewhat above that
level.

b. The 10% rate of increase per year in real terms would be sustained as long
as necessary, after the 10% rate of return on assets is achieved, in order to
recover shortfalls of the last two years.

6. Our conversation proposal would, at least, ensure a methodology of increases
moving permanently toward the required target, independently of the rate of
inflation or the rate of increase of consumption.

7. If our proposals are accepted by the Brazilians they might be considered satis-
factory at your level in order not to suspend disbursements.

8. In addition, in order to renew more power lending, we might require a sector
expansion program and a consistent financial plan to take care .of it. This
issue does not need to be discussed in detail now, but the-Brs-ilians may ask
for it and such a suggestion could be an appropriate answer.
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BRAZIL: Meetings with the Brazilians on the
Electric Power and Steel Industry Sectors

The Financial Issues of the Electric Power Sector

Background

1. The Bank has made 34 loans to the Brazilian power sector totalling

about US$1.5 billion since 1949. They have been for hydroelectric plants,

associated transmission facilities and distribution systems in the '

southern, southeastern and northeastern regions. Bank participation has

contributed to improved sector organization and planning, and has

facilitated foreign commercial financing of the sector. The Bank has

also sought, through its power lending program, the implementation of a

tariff policy which would enable the sector to contribute a sufficient

portion of the funds .required for sector investments.

2. Through 1977, the Bank's objLctives in lending to the Brazilian

power sector were substantially achieved. Bank participation in the sector

contributed to more orderly sector organization and more effective planning

while facilitating the mobilization of foreign conmmercial funds for the

development of the sector. The Government implemented adequate tariffs

which enabled the utilities to earn, and in some cases even to surpass,

the statutory minimum 10 percent rate of return on remunerable assets.

embodied in Brazilian legislation and required in our loan agreements.

As a result, the sector was able to self-finance a high proportion of

its investment program (54% in 1973, 42% in 1976).

Sector Problems

3. Since 1977, investment in the power sector has been lower than

the level co-mensurate with growth in electricity dcmand. To compound this

problem, above normal proportion of sector investment have been allocated

to three priority programs (ltaipu, Tucurui, and the nucicar power projects)
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thereby leaving even less resources available for normal system expansion.

As a result of this under investment, the quality of electric power

service is beginning to deteriorate, especially in the high growth areas

of the southeastern region such as Minas Gerais where indices of over-

loads, voltage fluctuations and outages are approaching questionable

levels. The underinvestment in the sector referred to above has been

caused principally by:

(i) the inability of the utilities to generate adequate resources

internally to support an adequate level of investments because

of inadequate tariffs; and

(ii) insufficient counterpart funds (para. 7 below).

Rate of Return and Rate Base Valuation

4. Unlike the case with other countries Bank loan agreements with

Brazilian power borrowers do not contain any specific rate of return

provision. Instead the agreements refer to a clause in Brazilian legislation

(Law 5655 of May 20, 1971) which provides for a 10%.rate of return- on

remunerable investment for Brazil's electric power utilities. As previously

indicated, up to and including 1977, the utilities were able to earn this

minimum return. Since then, the Government, citing as justification its

efforts to control inflation, has not allowed adequate tariff increases.

As a result during 1978-80 the earnings of most of the Bank's power sector

borrowers were substantially below the 10% return required by the agreements

(see Attachment 1). The remuneration for the sector as a whole has declined

steadily (11.2% in 1977, 8.1% in 1978, 8.1% in 1979 and 6.1% in 1980).\
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5. The official rates of remuneration indicated ab-ove even over-

state the real rate of earnings of the utilities because they have been

calculated on an asset base which, at year end 1980, was about 60% of its

real value. The sector remunerable asset base is revalued in accordance

with sector legislation. Since 1977, sector legislation has provided

for the assets of the sector to be revaluated by indexing to the ORTN (Obrigacoes

Reajustaveis do Tesouro Nacional - an official index used to adjust the value

of national treasury bonds). Because the ORTN lagged the general rate of

inflation in Brazil in 1979 and 1980, the ORTN - valued sector asset base

is understated - by about 40% as of year end 1980. The Government's current

economic policy provides'for the ORTN to move more closely with the INPC

(a national consumer price index which is more commensurate with price

movements in the power sector) and therefore the distortion resulting

from indexing sector assets to the ORTN should not persist in the future

if this policy is continued. However, an extraordinary revaluation would

be needed to correct the distortion resulting from the undervaluation in

1979 and 1980.

6. As a result of the declining rate of earnings, the sector's

ability to contribute to the financing of its investment program has

dropped steadily from the satisfactory levels of the mid 1970s to an

insufficient 24% in 1980. We have repeatedly expressed our concern over

- the deterioration in the financial condition of the power sector to the

*Brazilian Government officials. Each time the Government has responded

by providing assurances of intent to implement tariff action to

reverse the deterioration. Up to now, these assurances have not been

translated into action. In connection with Loans 1824-BR and 1895-BR
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both made in 1980, the Government assured the Bank (through a March 24,

1980 letter from Mr. Delfim Netto - the Minister of Planning) that the

utilities in the sector would be allowed to earn the minimum rate of return

of 10% on remunerable assets during the year. Despite this assurance, the

average remuneration for the sector and the sector self financing ratio

were 6% and 24% respectively.

Counterpart Funds

7. In addition to inadequate levels of remuneration the three

beneficiaries under Loan 1533-BR (CEMIG, CELESC and ESCELSA) have had

their financial difficulties compounded by delays on the part of the Federal

and State Governments in providing the necessary counterpart funds to carry

out their parts of the project. In the case of CELESC and ESCALSA, we

recommended through Mr. Favilla's memorandum to you dated June 3, 1981,

that disbursements on their portions of the projects be informally

suspended if ELETROBRAS did not provide the necessary counterpart resources

by June 15, 1981. ELETROBRAS has now notified the Bank of its counterpart

participation in the the project. ELETROBRAS' intended participation is in

the case of ESCELSA, sufficient to cover its investment program through

1981-1983 and, in the case of CILESC, it covers its requirements for 1981

and part of 1982. The State of Santa Catarina has agreed to provide the

rest of CELESC's needs. A default condition exists in the case of CEMIG

where the financial' difficulties were more pronounced. We sought and you

provided your authorization to informally suspend disbursements on CEMIG's

portion of loan 1538-BR. This was communicated to ELETROBRAS by telex

dated June 5, 1981 from Mr. Lerdau (Attachment 3) in which we also indicated

that we would formally suspend disbursements if a satisfactory action plan
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for the financial rehabilitation of CEINIG was not received by July 31,

1981. On July 30, the Ministry of Planning informed the Bank that ELETROBRAS

agreed to cover its portion of the counterpart needs of CEMIG in 1981 and

that ELETROBRAS and CEMIG are to provide the Bank with a financing plan

for CENIG's priority projects for the 1981-1985 period. As a result, it

was recommended that the Bank would extend the informal suspension of

disbursements on CEMIG's portion of loan 1538-BR to August 17, 1981.

On that date CEMIG delivered to the Bank's office in Rio its investment

and financing plan for the 1981-85 period. The Bank is analyzing this

program at this time.
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BRAZIL

Rate of Remuneration for Power Utilities Borrowing from TBRD

1977 1978 1979'- 1980 1981

ELETROSUL 9.3 7.2 5.3 4.6 8.04-
CHESF 12.5 8.9 8.6 7.3 4.5-
COPEL 10.0 8.1 8..5 5.5 8.0 -
CEMIG 11.1 8.4 8.0 7.8 8.0 -
CEEE 8.1 5.9 7.1 5.9 8.0-

CELPE 11.9 6.0 7.0 4.8 10.0
COELBA 10.0 6.3 6.3 5.0 1.0
CELESC 5.4 9.1 2.3 8.0
ESCELSA 10.0 7.6 6.4 5.6 6.7
COELCE --- - 9.9 8.7 6.9 -5.5 5.5

FORNAS NA 9.8 10.0 8.0
LIGHT NA 7.9 9.8 6.1
CESP NA 7.8 6.9 5.4
CPFL NA 8.6 7.8 7.5
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PRESENTATION TO-BE MADE TO THE

WORLD BANK BY THE BRAZILIAN MISSION

1. The Brazilian Government is indebted to the World Bank for its long standing

support of the Electric Sector. In this vein, the Mission should like to make some comments

on the question raised by the IBRD regarding the 100/o rate of remuneration of Brazilian

electric public utilities. that have financial contracts with the Bank.

2. First of all, we think that it is perfectly natural that occasional disagreements

might arise all the technical level between the IBRD and the Brazilian technical entities

regarding some clauses in the contract. However, it is rather worrysome that clauses of

secondary importance might affect the implementation of a contract, which major clause -

strict compliance, with the timetable of capital and interest payments has been rigorously

met. Such a position would mean prevalence of accessory over substance.

3. Second, it sems also that possible differences of opinion regarding contractual

clauses between the Bank. and public utilities of the electric sector - one of the main

subsystems of the Brazilian energy sector - could not have consequences that would go

beyond the strict limits of the technical level, reaching higher echelons. These differences

could not affect, either the will of the Bank to grant loans to projects considered of the

highest socio-economic importance to developing countries or the will of the Brazilian

Government to take these loans which are now indispensable for the expansion of the

electric sector.

4. Third, it should be stressed that the Brazilian Electric Sector is one of the

earliest clients of the Bank, and the Federal Government recognizes the major role played by

the World Bank in developing the Brazilian Electric Sector. Thus, it would not be our wish to

lose this indispensable support.



5. Lastly, we should not lose sight of the origin of all these questions. We all

know that, before the first petroleum shock of October 1973, there was no divergence, based

on the rate of remuneration of concessionaries, in carrying out IBRD contracts. Because the

Brazilian economy is strongly dependent on petroleum, serious difficulties arose which

affected all sectors of the economy, requiring a comprehensive set of measures by the

Government.

6. Coming now to the heart of the matter raised by the Bank, namely that

"almost none of its borrowers" are likely to reach the 100/o remuneration rate, we would

like to bring up some points with the aim of clarifying the question.

7. First of all, a comprehensive analysis of the problem must begin with an

inquiry into the attitudes of both the Bank and the Brazilian Government on the matter.

From the Bank's part, its technical staff took a firm stance for attainment of the 100/o level

already in 1981. The Government's attitude was unequivocally stated in SEPLAN'S letter,

dated 24.03.80, expressing its firm political intent. And it could not be otherwise, since this

intent had already been recorded in one of the Government's major policy instruments

on electric energy. It was from this document that the concept was transferred to the

contracts entered into between the Bank and the concessionaries. Therefore, it is perfectly

clear that the Bank and the Government share the same view on the question. Both spouse

the same principle, the same philosophy.

8. How could then the Bank contemplate to suspend loan disbursements, if the

fundamental spirit of the clause related to the 100/o has been respected, in so far as the

Government is progressively moving in that direction? In fact, the difference lies exclusively

on the date when the 100/0 rate should actual be reached. Therefore, the action entertained

by the Bank seems to us excessively severe since it will benefit no one, neither the Bank nor

the Sector. On the contrary, such action, if implemented, would bring about immediate

damage to the Electric Sector, which the Bank and the Brazilian Government are determined

to strengthen. It could also set-off a process with many implications and with serious

consequences for the economy of a developing country so deeply affected by the oil shock.



9. Another special point should be noted regarding the attitude of the Federal

Government with respect to the electric concessionaries. Upon the initiative of the

Government, using various instruments, the electric public utilities have received financial

support in the form of an increased capability to generate internal resources, such as: (1)

full reinvestment of the Government's dividends in Eletrobras and of this holding company's

in its subsidiaries and associated companies; (2) specific allocation of funds for the sector in

the Federal Budget; and (3) the increase in the reversion charge. These concrete measures are

representative of the Government's total commitment of support in favor of the Electric

Sector.

10. In view of these clarifications, the Brazilian Government trusts that the Bank

will find it possible to proceed with disbursements arising from its contracts with the

Brazilian Electric Sector.
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. A. W. Clausen 90. DATE: September 4, 1981

(Through Mr. Ernest Stern)

FROM: Nicolas Ardito Barletta

SUBJECT: BRAZIL - Proposed Northwest Region Integrated Program -
Amerindian Issues

1. I would like to bring to your attention the issue associated
with the protection of the Amerindian communities located in the area
of the Brazil's Northwest region where we are preparing an ambitious
integrated development program. It has some publc relations connotations
for the Bank and we have been acting in liaison with the Information
and Public Affairs Department and of course propose to continue to do so.
Negotiations for three loans totalling US$313 million for the first
phase of proposed Bank financing for the US$1.5 billion program are
tentatively scheduled to start in early September, and the loans are
expected to be submitted to the Executive Directors in early November.

2. Brazil's sparsely populated (one million people) Northwest
region has become Brazil's fastest growing development frontier since
the completion, in the mid-1960s, of a 1500 km of earth road linking
the two major cities of the region. The uncontrolled influx of migrants
into the Northwest increasingly threatens the region's Amerindian
population estimated at about 8000 people. Some of these groups never
have had contact with outsiders and all are quite primitive. Trans-
mission of diseases, such as tuberculosis, measles, and influenza, to
which the Amerindians have little or no immunity, has increased and
pressure on Amerindian land has intensified. Squatters have, in some
cases, invaded officially designated Amerindian areas. The treatment of
aborigines is politically sensitive in Brazil; past abuses have been
bad and have received a great deal of attention internationally.

3. The POLONOROESTE program, designed to bring order to the
spontaneous settlement of the Northwest region, aims at settling some
120,000 small-scale farm families while ensuring the protection of the
region's natural environment and Amerindian population. From the onset
of its involvement in mid-1979, the Bank insisted that the government
devise adequate safeguards -- especially with respect to land rights
and health -- for these Amerindian communities, prior to any financing
decisions by the Bank. *Despite the politically sensitive nature of
Amerindian issues in Brazil, we have made considerable progress in our
discussions with the government. Under a special project prepared by

nment and reviewed by the Bank, the National Indian 4ency

(FUNAI) upgrading its organization and operation in the Northwest
on and has initiated a series of measures giving priority treatment

to (a) the protection of Amerindian land, their demarcation, and the
removal of squatters, and (b) health care through stepped-up preventive
campaign and more effective assistance to fight infectious diseases.



Mr. A. W. Clausen - 2 - September 4, 1981

As a condition of loan negotiations, the government has been requested

to take concrete steps on all these points. We expect these conditions

to be fully met in time for loan negotiations, currently scheduled to

start September 21, 1981. One reason for the government's responsiveness

to Bank involvement on such a delicate matter is that we have handled

our discussions discreetly and without publicity so that no nationalistic

banners against Bank "meddling" were raised.

4. While these discussions with the government were in progress,

a pro-Amerindian campaign was launched by international anthropological

groups, such as Survival International. This campaign was supported

by other pressure groups, including some associations related to the

Brazilian Catholic church. The campaign also received some international

attention and press coverage during the last Russell Tribunal on Latin

American Indians (held in Rotterdam in November 1980). The main quarrel

of most anthropological groups is with FUNAI, because of its past poor

performance and the massive firing and resignations of anthropologists

that marked FUNAI's new management's efforts to impose some discipline

to a previously ill-managed organization. While recognizing FUNAI's

past poor performance and image, the Bank has sought quietly to upgrade

its capabilities and funding, especially its operations in the field.

We are reasonably satisfied with our arrangements with the government in

this regard.

5. To date, we have met the criticisms levelled at the Bank by

stressing our genuine concern for the problems of these Amerindian

communities and our continuing efforts with the Brazilian government

geared to improving the protection of their constitutional rights.

We have adamantly resisted pressures to disclose the detail of our

discussionswith the overnment so as not t epde the outcome of

these discussions. This has, naturally, irritated Survival International.

We have, however, obtained government authorization to publish a Bank

report entitled "Brazil - Integrated Development of the Northwest

Frontier, June 1981" which includes an objective analysis of the Amerindian

issue. We have been sending copies of this report to our critics and

IPA is preparing, for a wider dissemination of the Bank's views, a press

release on this report.

6. We expect the ressures and criticisms against the Bank to

increase as w r...... a ova.rst s. e p n, owever, to

continue to deal with criticisms regarding Bank involvement in this

program in the manner described, emphasizing that the development of the

Northwest will continue, and that the government, and we, believe it

important that the development be done in a controlled and systematic

manner both because of the fragility of this tropical area and to protect

the native population.

cc: Messrs. Baum, van der Meer, Lerdau, Senner, Skillings

FAgueh:nps
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Dear Mr. Ambassador:

Thank you for your kind letter of August 21.
I fully share your desire that we should continue
to strengthen the effective working relations
between Brazil and the Bank.

While unfortunately prior engagements will
prevent me from attending your luncheon, I will
be delighted to receive Deputy Minister Barbalho
and his associates, and I have asked Mr. Barletta
to arrange for a mutually convenient time. I
trust that the mission beaded by him and our staff
will have a useful and productive discussion on
the execution of our lending programs with Brazil.

Warm regards,

Sincerely,

SIgned) A. W. Clatren
A. W. Clausen

His Excellency
Antonio F. AMerado da Silveira
Ambassador of Brazil
Embassy of Brazil
3006 Massachusetts Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20005

cc: Mr. Clausen's Office (2)
Mr. Barletta

EStern:dpw 8/25/81



Washington, D.C.
August 21, 1981

To
Mr. A. W. Clausen
President
International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Clausen:

Permit me, first of all, to present to you my very best
wishes for success in the vital functions that you have recently taken up.
Many common friends and former Cabinet colleagues, like Mario Simonsen and
Karlos Rischbieter, have spoken to me about you with such warmth and
conTmendation that, even before having the opportunity of getting more
acquainted with you, I already know that you are a friend of Brazil and a
true statesman.

As you know ry country has enjoyed a long and very
beneficial relationship with the World Bank since its inception. We value
very highly this association and wish to continue to strengthen our bonds
with the institution that you preside over. It is in this light that I am
taking the liberty of writing the present letter to you.

On August 31st a very senior mission of the Brazilian
Government, headed by the Deputy Minister of Mines and Energy, Mr. Arnaldo
Barbalho, will be in Washington for an important round of conversation
with the World Bank. The subject will be the loan programs for energy and
steel. I think it would be very desirable for them to have a chance to
present directly to you the framework of economic policies that my
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Government is irplernenting, therefore giving you the perspective of the
Brazilian economy and some of its key sectors like the energy and steel
programs. This mission will be in Washington and would wish to visit
with you on M->nday, August 31st and Tuesday, September 1st. I shall
be very grateful if you can acconmodate this request. On the other hand
I am planning to offer a luncheon for the Mission and it would be a
high honour to have you as the principal guest. Such luncheon would
take place on Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday, August 21st or September 1st
or 2nd at your convenience.

I look forward to have the opportunity of meeting you
again. Thanking you for the attention you may give to this present
matter, I remain,

Truly yours,

Antonio F. Aze da Silveira
Ambassador f Brazil
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5 IN REFERENCE TO YOUR CABLE OF AUGUST 24, 1981 TO MR. CLAUSEN

I AM PLEASED TO INFORM YOU THAT MR. CLAUSEN WILL BE DELIGHTED

7 TO. PERSONALLY MEET WITH MR. BARBALHO AND HIS ASSOCIATES WHEN

8 THEY VISIT THE BANK-NEXT WEEK TO DISCUSS THE ELECTRICITY AND

9 STEEL SECTORS. WE TOO LOOK FORWARD TO USEFUL AND PRODUCTIVE

10 DISCUSSIONS ON THE EXECUTION OF OUR LENDING PROGRAMS IN THESE

11 SECTORS. REGARDS, E. LERDAU, INTBAFRAD-.
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VIA WUI+$4WORLD BANK Mr. KXXX Lerdau

YQQQRYSPPRE BR , Mr. Clausen

611146SPPRE BR ?I' Ardito-Barletta

TELEX NR 5698/81 24/08/81 OPR: EROTIDES

MR. ALDEN WINSHIP CLAUSEN
WORLD BANK
WASHINGTON - DC - TELEX NR 089650

I AM PLEASED TO INFORM YOU THATA BRAZILIAN MISSION
COMPOSED BY MRS. ARNALDO RODRIGUES BARBALHO* HENRIQUE BRANDAO /
CAVALCANTIs JOSEH BOTAFOGO GON&ALVES. NELSON-MORTADAo GERALDO /
SIQUEIRA* MASSATO YOKOTA E JOSEH MILTON DALLARI WILL BE VISITING
WASHIGTON FROM 31 AUGUST TO03 SEPETEVBER IN ORDER TO DISCUSS
PROBLEMS RELATED TOICOOIWNECGETIC AND STEEL SECTORES. I WOULD BE
VERY GRATEFUL IF YOU WOULD BE KIND ENOUGH TO HAVE A PERSONAL MEETING
WITH THEM. LOKING FORWARD TO SEE NEGOTIATIONS COME TO SATISFATORY /
UNDERSTANDING, I WISH YOU MY KINDEST REGARDS.

ANTONIO DELFIN NETTO
SECRETARY OF PLANNING.

;i;IUJ1;;;3;;+$4WORLD BANF OMXQSPPRE BR+$4WORLD BENK
KSPPRE BR
611146SPPRE BR+$4WORLD BANK Text as received.
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Translation of five incoming cables

To: Mr. A. Clausen, President of the World Bank

From: Brazil

Congratulations on your assumption of the Presidency of the World

Bank. We wish you every success. Regards. Ubaldo Campos Correa,

President, Banco da Amazonia S.A., Beleiu, Para, Brazil.

~LAJC.

V)1q
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To: Mr. Alden W. Clausen, President of the World Bank Group

From: Ivory Coast

Dear Mr. President:

As Governor for Ivory Coast and spokesman for the 21 French-speaking

African countries, I have the honor to offer my sincere congratulations

on your appointment to the Presidency of the World Bank Group.

Looking forward to meeting you in Washington in September, I wish

to stress the importance attached by the governments of Ivory Coast and

the other 20 French-speaking African countries to the World Bank's

activities in our region.

Very truly yours,

M. Abdoulaye Kon6

Minister of the Economy and Finance

Republic of Ivory Coast
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To: Mr. A. W. Clausen, President of the World Bank

From: Zaire

July 1, 1981

Great pleasure in offering sincere congratulations on your appointment.

Convinced that under your dynamic leadership the World Bank will bring

a fresh approach to the problems of the developing countries.

Namwisi Ma Koyi

The State Commissioner for Finance and the Budget



To: Mr. A. W. Clausen, President of the World Bank

From: Burundi

On the occasion of your assumption of the Presidency of the Bank

Group I should like on my own and my Government's behalf to offer sincere

congratulations and good wishes for your success. Our Government looks

forward to working with you within the framework of activities initiated

by your predecessor, namely program loans, structural adjustment loans,

expansion of energy-related operations, and creation of an energy affiliate.

Burundi, one of the poorest countries, has great expectations of your

leadership in solving its development problems.

Regards, Minister of Finance and Governor of the World Bank, Andr6 Bibwa.

T

(VG_
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To: Mr. Alden Clausen, President of the World Bank

From: Senegal

I have the pleasure in offering my warmest congratulations upon

your assumption of the Presidency of the World Bank and my good wishes

for your success in your new office.

Thanks to your high level of competence and your long experience

of the business world I have no doubt that the World Bank will receive a

new boost under your leadership enabling it to make a substantial

contribution to Africa's economic and social development.

I feel sure that the future will bring further development in the

fruitful relationship between my country and the World Bank.

Very truly yours,

Louis Alexandrenne

Minister of Planning and Cooperation

Governor for Senegal
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Translation of five incoming cables

To: Mr. A. Clausen, President of the World Bank

From: Brazil

Congratulations on your assumption of the Presidency of the World

Bank. We wish you every success. Regards. Ubaldo Campos Correa,

President, Banco da Amazonia S.A., Beleiu, Para, Brazil.
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To: Mr. Alden W. Clausen, President of the World Bank Group

From: Ivory Coast

Dear Mr. President:

As Governor for Ivory Coast and spokesman for the 21 French-speaking

African countries, I have the honor to offer my sincere congratulations

on your appointment to the Presidency of the World Bank Group.

Looking forward to meeting you in Washington in September, I wish

to stress the importance attached by the governments of Ivory Coast and

the other 20 French-speaking African countries to the World Bank's

activities in our region.

Very truly yours,

M. Abdoulaye Kong

Minister of the Economy and Finance

Republic of Ivory Coast
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To: Mr. A. W. Clausen, President of the World Bank

From: Zaire

July 1, 1981

Great pleasure in offering sincere congratulations on your appointment.

Convinced that under your dynamic leadership the World Bank will bring

a fresh approach to the problems of the developing countries.

Hamwisi Ma Koyi

The State Commissioner for Finance and the Budget



To: Mr. A. W. Clausen, President of the World Bank

From: Burundi

On the occasion of your assumption of the Presidency of the Bank

Group I should like on my own and my Government's behalf to offer sincere

congratulations and good wishes for your success. Our Government looks

forward to working with you within the framework of activities initiated

by your predecessor, namely program loans, structural adjustment loans,

expansion of energy-related operations, and creation of an energy affiliate.

Burundi, one of the poorest countries, has great expectations of your

leadership in solving its development problems.

Regards, Minister of Finance and Governor of the World Bank, Andr6 Bibwa.
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To: Mr. Alden Clausen, President of the World Bank

From: Senegal

I have the pleasure in offering my warmest congratulations upon

your assumption of the Presidency of the World Bank and my good wishes

for your success in your new office.

Thanks to your high level of competence and your long experience

of the business world I have no doubt that the World Bank will receive a

new boost under your leadership enabling it to make a substantial

contribution to Africa's economic and social development.

I feel sure that the future will bring further development in the

fruitful relationship between my country and the World Bank.

Very truly yours,

Louis Alexandrenne

Minister of Planning and Cooperation

Governor for Senegal
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TELEX NO 137 DU 3/07/1981.

MONSIEUR ALDEN W. CLAUSEN

PRESIDENT DU GROUPE DE LA BANQUE DE EE MONDIALE

WASH INGTON

MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT,

EN MA QUALITE DE GOUVERNEUR POUR LA COTE DlIVOIRE ET PORTE-

PAROLE DU GROUPE DES VINGT ET UN PAYS FRANCOPHONE D'AFRIQUE,

J'Al L'HONNEUR DE VOUS ADRESSER MES CHALEUREUSES FELICITATIONS

POUR VOTRE NOMINATION EN QUALITE DE PRESIDENT DU GROUPE DE LA

BAMEEE BANQUE MONDIALE.

EN ATTENDANT L D'AVOIR LE PLAISIR DE VOUS RENCONTRER EN SEPTEM-

BRE PROCHAIN A WASHINGTON, JE TIENS A VOUS DIRE TOUTE L'IMPORTA

TANCE QUE LE GOUVERNEMENT DE IK COTE D'IVOIRE ET CEUX DES VINGT

AUTRES PAYS FRANCOPHONES D'AFRUEE D'AFRIQUE ATTACHENT AUX INTER-

VENTIONS DU GROUPE DE LA BANQUE MONDIALE DANS NOTRE T REGION.

RECEVEZ MONSIEUR LE PRESIDNET, LES ASSURANCES DE MA HAUTE CON-,

SIDERATION.

'l ABDOULAYE KONE,

MINISTRE DE L'ECONMIE ET DES FINANCES

DE LA REPUBLIQUE DE COTE D'IVOIRE

3747 MINIFI C I T4s )

248423 WORLDBANK
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TELEX OFFICI JEL

28

ADRESSE : A MONSIEUR A.W1. CLAUSEN

PRESIDEIT DE LA BANQUE ONDI ALE

WASH INGTON DC.

MESSAGE DU 1 ER JILLET 1981 STOP

TRES HEUREUX VOUS PRESENTER SINCERES FELICITATIONS

POUR >IOMINATION STOP

CONVAINCU QUE PROBLEMES DES PAYS E N VOIE DE DEVELOPPEM1ENT

CONNAITRONT ATTENTION NOVEE NOUVELLE GRACE NOUVEAU

SOUFLEEE SOUFFLE DYNAillIQUE QUE VOUS INSJFFLEREZ A LA BI RD STOP

TRES HAUTE CONSIDERATION FULLSTOP

LE COMIETAT AUX FINANCES ET BUDGET

NiAJwlSI IIA KOYI

248423 'ORLD:3Ai;(
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'IONSIEUR ALDEN CLAUSEN

PRESIDENT DE LA BAN)UE MONDIALE

WA SH I NGTON

VOTRE ?RISE DE FONCTION A LA PRESIDENCE DE LA BANQtUE MONDIALE

HE PROCURE L AGREABLE PLAISIR DE VOUS ADRESSER MES FELICITATIONS

TRES CHALEUREUSES AINSI QUE MES SOUHAITS DE PLEIN SUCCES

DANS VOS NOUVELLES FONCTIONS

JE RESTE PERSUADE QUE GRACE A VOTRE GRANDE COMPETENCE ET VOTRE

LONGUE EXPERIENCE DES AFFAIRES LA 3ANQUE MlONDIALE CONNAITRA

SOUS VOTRE HAUTE DIRECTION UNE IMPULSION NOVATRICE SUSCEPTIBLE
D APPORTER UNE CONTRIBUTION APPRECIABLE AUX PRODLEMES DE DEVELOP-

PEMENT ECONOM I QUE ET SOCIAL DE L AFRIQUE

JE RESTE CEPENDANT CONVAINCU )UE LA COOPERATION SI FECONDE
EXISTANT ENTRE MON PAYS ET LA BANQUE CONNAITRA UN CERTAIN

DEVELOPPEM'i lENT

TRES HAUTE CONSIDERATION

LOUIS ALEXANDRENNE

MINISTRE PLAN ET COOPERATION

GOUVERNEUR POUR LE SENEGAL

24,3423 JORLD3ANK
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